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ABSTRACT
 
Solutions to differential equations describing the
 
behavior of physical quantities (e.g., displacement,
 
temperature, electric field strength) often only have a
 
finite range of validity over a subdomain. Interest beyond
 
the subdomain often arises. As a result, the problem of
 
making the solution compatible across the connecting
 
subdomain interfaces must be dealt with.
 
Four different compatibility methods are examined here
 
for hyperbolic (time varying) second-order differential
 
equations. These methods are used to match two different
 
solutions, one in each subdomain along the connecting
 
interface. The entire domain that is examined here is a
 
unit square in the Cartesian plane.
 
The four compatibility methods examined are: point
 
collocation; optimal least square fit; penalty function;
 
Ritz-Galerkin weak form. Discretized L2 convergence is
 
used to examine and compare the effectiveness of each
 
method.
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1 In'broduction
 
Second-order field equations have a range of
 
applications that include acoustics, propagation of waves
 
through elastic media, propagation of electro-magnetic
 
waves, and incompressible fluid flow, just to name a few.
 
The solutions to differential equations often only have a
 
finite range of validity. The range of validity is called
 
a sub-domain. Interest beyond the sub-domain often arises.
 
Methods are employed to make the solution compatible across
 
sub-domain interfaces. In creating sub-domain interfaces,
 
however, artificial boundaries are introduced. As a
 
result, spurious reflections arise which reduce the
 
effectiveness of the solution.
 
Before further proceeding, brief definitions of field
 
variable, classical solution and, the finite element method
 
are in order. The field variable is the dependent variable
 
of the field equation. It is this variable, when
 
determined, that represents the solution to the field
 
equation. A classical solution is a closed form solution
 
of the field equation. The finite element method, which
 
will later be discussed in much greater detail, involves
 
dividing up a domain into small subregions known as
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
elements which can be triangular or quadrilateral in shape. i 
Because of the smallness of the elements a simple | 
interpolating polynomial can be used to predict the | 
variation of the field variable within it. 
^ , 
At the vertices j 
■ ! 
of each element lies a node variable which represents the 
, ■ . ■ ; , ' 
|
1 
value of the field variable at its location. Energy ! 
■ ■ , j 
functionals (defined later) are discretized for each 
element and then assembled throughout the region where | 
elements reside in a matrix equation. During the assembly i 
phase constraints are imposed by equating nodal values of | 
elements that share the same nodes. Once the assen±)ly is | 
complete a single global functional is created that is in 
■ . ' . , , i 
matrix form. The variation of the global functional is | 
i 
then performed to give the final discretized form. The 
resulting matrix is then solved by whatever appropriate ' 
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ I 
technique is applicable. The resulting solution yields the | 
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ i 
i 
values of the nodal variables. | 
I 
■ . . ■ ! 
Several finite element methods designed to make the 
• ■ , : , . • ■ ■ . ' I 
solution compatible across sub-domain interfaces have been j 
■ ■ • ■ ■ ■■ ■ . . ■ ! 
employed in various applications. Some of these | 
■ ' . ■ ' ■ ■ • ' 
compatibility methods will be formulated and discussed ' 
here. They include: I 
1) point collocation
 
2) least square error fit
 
3) Ritz-Galerkin/ Lagrange Multiplier (it will be
 
shown these two methods are the same)•
 
4) Penalty function method (this will be referred to as
 
(i-method for brevity)
 
The formulation of each method and how it is implemented
 
into the solution will be discussed.
 
In this project, each of the above methods will be
 
applied to linear second-order hyperbolic (time varying)
 
differential equations in 2D space. Two sub-domains, which
 
make up an entire domain, will be investigated. The field
 
variable of one sub-domain is described by the solution of
 
a classical problem (e.g., solution to the Helmholtz
 
Equation) and is continuous throughout its sub-domain. The
 
other sub-domain consists of a discretized solution that is
 
obtained by the finite element method. For simplicity,
 
boundary and initial conditions are assumed homogenous. A
 
point impulse in the finite element domain will be used the
 
initiate the excitation.
 
The presentation of this project is as follows. The
 
field equations and their associated energy functionals,
 
for each compatibility method, are presented first. Field
 
variable expansions for each sub-domain are then described.
 
Incorporation of the expansions into the energy functionals
 
(for each method) then follows. Application of Hamilton's
 
principle is then employed to yield a system of linear
 
differential equations, which are decoupled and solved via
 
modal analysis. A comparison of the effectiveness of each
 
method is then presented for three test cases by way of the
 
discretized method. A description of the finite element
 
method that is employed here is also described.
 
2 Field Equations
 
On domains with simply shaped boundaries, e.g.,
 
squares and circles, a classical solution may be employed.
 
On domains with irregular boundaries the finite element is
 
suitable as classical, closed-form solutions are not
 
available. A domain divided into two sub-domains, defined x,
 
and respectively, is presented below in Figure 1.
 
Xii
 
Generalized Geometry
 
Figure 1
 
Tj and Xjj have respective boundaries ct, and , and are
 
separated by the interface F. Let v = v(x,y,t) represent
 
the field variable in the domain , and u = u(x,y,t)
 
represent the field variable in . The field equations on
 
Tj and Tjj are then
 
d^v

V^v r=0 in Tj , v(x,y,t)= 0 on o, (1)

0t^
 
d^\i
V^u-—^=f(x,y,t) in Tji , u{x,y,t)= 0 on CT j (2)
 
at
 
u = V on F (3)
 
where
 
We have chosen the boundary conditions to be homogeneous on
 
CT, and . The excitation term is, for the purposes of
 
this thesis
 
f(x,y,t) = Fo 6(x-4, Y-0 te"" , for t > 0 (4)
 
where F and a are constants and 5(x-4, y-^) is the Dirac
 
o
 
delta function applied at the point (4»^) in the Cartesian
 
plane. The coordinates (^,C) lie in Th for this application.
 
The field variable functions v(x,y,t) and u{x,y,t) are
 
twice differentiable in t, and Xj, respectively, and once
 
differentiable on a,U T and U T respectively. The
 
forcing function f(x,y,t) is, in general, piecewise
 
continuous in Tjj.
 
Theorem 1 .
 
Assume v(x,y,t), u(x,y,t)f and f(x,y,t) satisfying the
 
following conditions
 
Di=Tj+CT,+r, D2=Tj+a]+r,
 
={veC'[DiJ:v\^^=0;v\i.=u\^}Vx,yeDi,te[0,lj,
 
^2={ueC [^D2J:u\^^=0;u\j^=v\f^}'^x,yeD2, te[0,lj,
 
V G d,nC'^[rJ, M G &2 f^^^"[^7/]
 
Let
 
 = J'{V2^ v^dxdy-'/2 J WvVvdxdy}dt ,where ^  ^
 
Jjj= {V2 f 	ii'^dxdy-'A f (7u»Vu-2uf)dX(fy}dt .where u =^ (6)

dt
 
V7 5 ^ •

wxth V=	—t+—j

dx ^
 
And let the interface functional be chosen, in the
 
various methods as:
 
= 0 Point 	Collocation
 
= 0 Least square fit
 
= -y[\[(u-vfdl}dt, y method (7)

2 J/, Jr
 
y„= \^{- \(u-v)(—-—)dr}dt, Ritz Galerkin (8)

J<, Jr dn dn
 
Then the differential equations (1) and (2) can be obtained
 
as Euler-Lagrange equations by setting the variation of the
 
dual energy functionals (5) and (6) to zero, i.e., by
 
employing Hamilton's principle.
 
Remark. In the (j,—method, as >00, it is expected that u->
 
V along F, thus meeting our objective, namely satisfying
 
the interface constraint. While the first two methods do
 
not explicitly contain a term, constraint equations are
 
imposed. A description of these constraints and how they
 
are implemented will be discussed later.
 
Proof of Theorem 1. We claim that the variation 8J,= 0
 
yields equation (1), 8J„ = 0 yields equation (2), and 8jj. =0
 
yields the interface condition.
 
The proof is carried out for each of the penalty function
 
and the Ritz Galerkin methods.
 
Part 1. ^  method (penalty function)
 
Let us allow arbitrary variations 6v and 5u, in the
 
functions u and v respectively. Then the condition that
 
the total variation in J, i.e., 5J = 6J, + 6J„ + 8Jj, is zero
 
gives, after integrating by parts
 
p/f(^_VV)8vdA+cf —8vda+ f (|^^-V2u-f)8uda

Jt. . Jr+o,an J.n 5t'
 
+cf —8udo+|A f(u-v)8(u-v)dr}dt=0
 
Jr+ti2 an Jr
 
Since 8v is arbitrary in t„ and 6u is arbitrary in x, ,
 
„2 . j v72 rj- *\ •
V^v-^p-=OmXi and V^u--^=fl^ x,y,t) mx„ ,
 
equations (1) and (2). This proves the duality between the
 
functionals and the interior equations. The following
 
steps prove the duality between the functionals and the
 
interface conditions.
 
We have that 5v = 0 on Oi, and 5u = 0 on <52 since v and
 
u are specified on CTi and 02 respectively. This leads to
 
cf —8vda = f —SvdT+ f —5vdo = f —SvdT,

Jr+o,an Jr an Jo,an Jr an
 
similarly cf —6uda = f —8udr
 
Jr+02 an Jr an
 
Thus we have remaining
 
f —8vdr+ f —8udr+[1 f(u-v)8(u-v)dr =0
 
Jr an Jr an Jr
 
 The first two integrals are finite. Letting )a approach
 
infinity would force the condition u = v on F, thus
 
satisfying the interface condition. This also leads to
 
6u=5v onFgiving
 
f ^ ^+^^udF=0 or [(^+-^)5vdF=0
 
J r 5n 5n 	 J r 5n 9n
 
Since either u or v alone are arbitrary on F we
 
9v 5u ^ dv du. „
 
have that 	—+—=0 across F.
 
Sn an an an
 
Part 2. Ritz-Galerkin Weak Form
 
The proof here is similar for that above except after
 
showing the conditions in t,, Tjj , a, & are met, we have
 
remaining.
 
dF=0
 
Jr an Jr an Jr ^an onj Jr \an an
 
f ^5vdr + f ^8udr-f
 
_ . av au .
 
The third integral above vanishes on F since ——— is
 
an an
 
arbitrary on F. So u —►v, thus leading to the satisfaction 
of the interface condition. This further leads to 
f —8vdr+ f —8udr- f —5udr- f —8vdr+ f —8vdr+ f —8udr=0 
Jr an Jr an Jr an Jr an Jr an Jr an 
10 
 The first and second integrals cancel the third and fourth
 
integrals, respectively.
 
Accounting for u = v on F, this yields the condition
 
—=—— across F by the same reasoning as for the penalty
 
dn dn
 
function case.
 
Theorem 2. The Ritz-Galerkin and the Lagrangean multiplier
 
method yield the same equations.
 
Proof:
 
Lagrange:
 
(v^ —Vv*Vv)dxdy+ V2^ (u^ —Vu*Vu+2u^dxdy — ^ X(u~v)dF}dt
 
Galerkin:
 
J=J (^—Vv*Vv)dxdy+ (u^-Vu*Vu+2uf)dxdy— ^u-vjdPjdt
 
, 3u 5v . _ ,

Comparing, we see that A = — — in either case.
 
on on
 
11
 
3 	Descri.p'bion of Field Variable Es^ansions and
 
Their Incorporation into the Ji , Ju , and
 
JrFunctionals
 
3.1 Classical Solution, Region Ti
 
The classical solution as applied to the region x, is
 
described by a series that is chosen to exactly satisfy the
 
boundary conditions on o,.
 
v{x,y) = 2A.v|/. (x,y) = T''(x,y)A (9)
 
where ^ and A are column matrices representing the shape
 
functions \|/^ and the coefficients , respectively. The
 
coefficients are functions of time and the V^(x,y) are
 
special functions that can take several forms by choice.
 
They can be eigenfunction solutions to the Helmholtz
 
equation such as trigonometric terms of Bessel functions,
 
bi-harmonic polynomials, or simple monomial terms.
 
Substituting Eq.(9) into Eq.(5) the energy functional
 
Ji takes the form
 
^^'^dxdyjA-A'l^J V^-VF^dxdy1a }dt (10)
 
12
 
  
 
 
Figure 2: Specific Domain
 
For this particular application we will choose a
 
rectangular region as our Xi + Xn domain as shown in
 
figure 2.
 
Eigenfunction solutions to the Helmoltz Equation to be
 
used in Eq.(9) take the form
 
_ ^nTix. . ,m7ty •
 
v(x,y,t)=2]^ A^(t)sin( )sin(——) (lla)
 
a D
n=l m=l
 
=4''^(x,y)A(t) (lib)
 
where
 
(xfy)-Wi1(x,y),i|/,2(x,y), (x,y),...} (lib')
 
A (t) {^11/^12'•• • • fAjjjj,...} and
 
, , . ,m7rx, . ,n7iy^

¥mn(x,y)=sin( )sin(-—) (11c)
 
a b
 
Note that each of these functions exactly satisfy
 
homogenous boundary conditions in Fig.l, i.e., V|/rm(x,y)=0 on
 
13
 
the boundary of the rectangle. In order that the
 
coefficients A^i and the special functions v|/mn{x,y) be
 
expressed in the form of (9) the double subscripts m & n
 
must be put in terms of a single subscript, i.e.,
 
v(x,y,t)=2]AJt)i|/k(x,y)= A''*? (12)
 
k=l
 
Thus a one-to-one correspondence must exist between the
 
subscript k in Eq.(12) and each pair m & n in Eq.(11c),
 
that is,
 
(m,n) -—p- k
 
One such mapping is
 
k=n„3^(m-l)+n (13)
 
where the upper limit of the sum in Eq.(12)is =n^max^max
 
Specific examples of this mapping are illustrated in
 
Appendix A.
 
3.1.1 Mass Ma'brix Formulation
 
The expansion of Eq.(11a) is substituted into Equation
 
(5) to obtain the mass and stiffness matrix formulations.
 
We will first obtain the mass matrix by considering the
 
first special integral on the right hand side of Eq.(9')
 
14
 
 "'=[1 (14)
 
Substituting the specific terms of Eq.(11c) for
 
individual matrix elements of Eq(14)become
 
rf ff rinx mny pTix, . ,q7ty, , , c\
 
M
II, = II ViVl/idxdy= II sin( )sin( )sin( )sin( )dxdy (15)
JJt| jJxi a b a b
 
where from Eq.(13), i = 3 = ^ max '
 
and I\ax = ^ max .
 
3.1.2 Stiffness Matrix Formulation
 
Formulation of the stiffness matrix is carried out as
 
follows. Eq.(11c) is substituted into the second integral
 
of Eq.(5) which yields the second spatial integral of
 
Eq.(10)
 
where
 
+ 1^2 ■ xH——n
 
ax 0y 0x 0y " 0x dy
 
and where Q=K_
 
15
 
  
Substituting the explicit terms of Eq.(11c) into Eq.(16)
 
gives the individual matrix elements of Ki
 
^ ff dxdy
 
^3 5x 5y 5y
 
= rr[4cos(^)cos(^)sin(^)sin(2£)+

JJx„ a a a b b
 
+^ sin sin cos cos(-3^)]dxdy (17)

b a a b b
 
m 
Here again we define i = m^^^(n-l)+m , j = q^^jj(p-l)+q and
 
max 
= q^
max • 
The RHS of Eqs (15) and (17) are integrated

^
 
numerically using Gauss quadrature.
 
3.2 Finite El^ent Method, Region Tu
 
The finite element method involves discretization of a
 
general domain (i.e., in this case) into sub-regions
 
sufficiently small such that the field variable can be
 
described by a simple polynomial expansion regardless of
 
the complexity of the general domain. This is illustrated
 
in figure 3 below.
 
16
 
 XI
 
Ak kth element
 
m A 
(k)T
 
(U , U , U )
tjl= u
 
for A^, the kth finite element where 1 < k < N.
 
u is the pth finite element node (global notation).
 
p
 
Figure 3:Generalized Domain with Finite El^ents
 
The term A,j represents the kth finite element, i.e.,Xii
 
We define the vector of coefficients
 
(ui"'',Uz"''/Us"'') f which represents the field variable
 
value at the nodes (located at the triangle's vertices) of
 
element A: these are functions of time. The field variable
 
k
 
over the general finite element domain can be described in
 
terms of natural triangular coordinates 'ni ,r|2,'n3 (defined
 
below; see Fig.4)in each element
 
„ (k)T,(k) (1)T,(1) (2)T (2) (n)T (n)

u(x,y,t) = S u «|> = u (j) + u <p + +u 9 (18)
 
where u""'^ =(Ui^'^u'/'^Uj""), on k, and <|»"" =h,,112,113]
 
The are called shape functions.
 
17
 
  
Over a typical element A^, the field variable is defined as
 
the kth term in equation (18)
 
^(k) ^	 (19a)
 
= (Ui"", U2"", U3"" ) ( T|1 ,Tl2,'n3)"'''^ (19b)
 
= Uj^Tli + U2II2 + U3TI3 (19c)
 
u.	 TI3
 
^2
 
(Xa.ya)
 
u,
 
(xi,yi)
 
Three Node Linear Element
 
Figure 4
 
The "natural" triangular coordinates of a point (x,y)
 
inside the element are interpolation polynomials (see
 
Fig.4) defined by
 
(20a)
Tl,= a^x + b,y + c,
 
^^= a^x + b^y + c^ (20b)
 
r|3= a^x + bjY + C3 (20c)
 
18
 
  
y.-Ya ,.Ya-Yi _ _ Yi^ 
 
b,=^^, b3=^^
 
' 2A, ' 2A, 2A,
 
X2Y3-X3Y2 „ XaYi-XiYa ^ x.Yz-XzYi
 
C-t — / Co — / ^3 ^ \^-L y

' 2At 2At 2At
 
and where At = [Yi(x3 "Xa) + yiixi -Xs) + Y3{x2 -Xi)]/2 which is
 
the area of the triangular finite element. Eqs.(20) and
 
(21) arise from the following:
 
0<Tik<l k=l,2,3 and t),+ + TI3=l
 
X = T|iXi + 112X2 +1)3X3 (22a)
 
Y = 'HiYi + 1I2Y2 +'HsYs
 
Note also that
 
T|j= 0 on side 2-3
 
1)2= 0 on side 1-3
 
rij= 0 on side 1-2 (22b)
 
T|3=l, ii2=0, 1)3 = 0 at node 1
 
Ti3=0, TI2-I, TI3 =0 at node 2
 
TI3=0, TI2 =0, TI3 = 1 at node 3
 
19
 
Note that at node 1, u"" = (ui, 0 , 0), x = Xi , and y = yi,
 
and similarly for nodes 2 and 3. Note also that Equations
 
(20) are the inverse of Equations (22). The element just
 
described is a linear three node triangular element. Its
 
interpolation shape function is a linear polynomial. A
 
more complex, but more flexible six node quadratic element
 
could also be used.
 
The finite element expansion of Eq.(19a) is
 
substituted into the energy terms of Eq.(6) for each
 
element. This leads to the formulation of matrices for
 
kinetic energy, elastic potential energy, and the work due
 
to the external forcing function for each element. The
 
energy terms are summed for all elements to get the total
 
energy over Xj,. This procedure is known as element
 
assembly. During the assembly procedure, nodes that share
 
the same location from adjacent elements are constrained to
 
have the same field variable value. For a simple example
 
of element assembly, see Appendix B. We now implement the
 
above procedure.
 
Substitution of Eq. (19a) into Eq. (6) gives
 
20
 
jW = iJ^''{ f^V'^dxdy Vf"•Vf^'^'dxdy
 
+2u""® f f(x,y,t)(|)""dxdy }dt (23)

Jrn
 
To obtain the total energy of the region Xn, the energies of
 
all the elements are added together. Thus for a region
 
containing N finite elements the total energy would be
 
Jii=Sjn (24)
 
k=l
 
3.2.1 Mass Matrix Formulation
 
The integrand of the first integral in Eg.(23)
 
represents the mass matrix for an element Aic
 
in Tii which is expressed as
 
= f (25)
jAj <|»'"'dxdy 

Substituting Eg.(19b) in Eg. (25) gives
 
21
 
(k)
 
Til
 
"S' =I ^2 hi 112
 
^3
 
(k)
 
2 1 1111 TI1II2 1I1II3
 
J A(k) dA =■ 1 2 1 (26)TI2II1 TI2 1I2II3
 Ja,
 1 1 21I3II1 1I3II2 1I3
 
where At' is the area of element Aic,and use was made of the 
formula 
J_a_P„T _ ajply! ^ 111 II2II3 ~ / , o , \,^T(a+p+y)! 
3.2.2 Stiffness Matrix Formulation 
The second integral in Eq. (23), or the "stiffness 
matrix", is discretized as follows. This matrix is 
expressed as 
.(k) 
>■11■[iVf'''«Vf'^''dxdy (27) 
where 
22 
 ^1 • I 	 ^^1 i (k)
 
(k) (k)	 5x
Til' "Vn," 5x 

=v Tl2 = Vn2 (28)
 dx dx
 
.^3. Vn3. ^T|i ? , I
 
dx 	 dx
 
Substituting Eq.(28) into (27) gives
 
Kii = f •¥(!>"='dA=
 Ja.
 
(£n,	 an,9n2 ^ ^n,an2 an, dt\3 ^ 9n, ana (k)
 
5x dy dx dx dy dy dx dx
 
dr]2 dr\2 On, 9n2^2 1 ^9n2^2 9n2 9n3 9n2^3 dxdy
 
dx dx dy dy dx dy dx dx dy dy
 
dr\3 an, ^ 9%^ anj an2 ans ana 
(9n3^2 1 (9n3 2
 
dx dx dy dy dx dx dy dy ax d^y
 
Eq.(29)
 
where we see that each individual matrix element is given
 
by
 
K	 . 1=1,2,3 & j=l,2, 3
 
dx dx dy dy
 
23
 
In order to get an explicit expression for the matrix
 
elements of Eq.(29) it is necessary to differentiate
 
Equations (20) with respect to x and y
 
a. ■ = 

dx dx dx
 
^^2 _ 
=b.
 
=a. = a.
 
=b,
 
dy dy
 
Substituting these expressions into Eq.(29) finally gives
 
(k)
2+b| ®1^2+bib2 ®1^3+bib3
 
„»)_ 2
 
+b2bi +b2b3 (30)
 
3^1+^3^1 ^3^2+b3b2 ^3
Z
o
 
•"•TT — 2^1 ®2 ^2^3
 
3.2.3 Forcing Matrix Formulation
 
The forcing function for this thesis resides only in
 
the finite element region and will be applied only to a
 
single node, the selection of which will be determined
 
later. The discretized force matrix for a typical element
 
is obtained from substituting (19b) into the third integral
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of the RHS of (6)
 
(k)
 
•(3c)
= 
 dxdy (31)
 
Tl3
 
J f(x,y,t)(|»® dxdy= J f{x,y,t ^2
 
Substituting Eq(4) into (31) gives
 
(k)
 
•(3c)
 dxdy	 (32)
=Foi 8(x-4,y-C)te"' ^2
 
^3
 
Next substituting (20) into (32), and utilizing the
 
definition of the Dirac delta function, yields
 
(k)
3-1^+b^^+
 
f =F„t e-at	 az^+baC+Cj dxdy (33)
 
aa^+baC+Ca
 
Where ^  and ^ are the point of application of the force in
 
the Cartesian plane.
 
3.3 Incorporation of Field Varisdale Expansions into J,.
 
There are two sets of matrix formulations that are
 
derived in this section. The first involves the derivation
 
of the compatibility matrices for the penalty function
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method by the substitution of the field variable
 
definitions into the integrals that define the penalty
 
function method. Following this will be the derivation of
 
compatibility matrices for the Ritz-Galerkin method.
 
3.3.1 Penal'by E^lnction Mabrix Formulation
 
The energy functional that establishes the interface
 
compatibility between regions Ti and Tn for the penalty
 
function method is given by equation (7) and is restated
 
here as
 
Jr = f {f(u-v)^dr}dt (34)

2 Jt, Jr
 
This integral is a contour integral performed along the
 
interface F,which is shown in Fig.(3). First, the integrand
 
in (34) is expanded, i.e..
 
f (u^-uv - vu+v^)dr

2 ■'*1 ^ 
=-J^' [M-Jj. u^dF-nJ^ (vu+uv)dr +-|x v^dr]dt (35) 
For convenience, we introduce the definitions 
26 
n, = ij;- [nj^v'dr]dt (36a) 
n,= ■" f ^ [M' f (vu+uv) dT] dt (36b)2 Jti Jr 
n,= -r [^Ji- u'dr]dt (36c)2 Jti Jl 
So that 
Jr = 111 + lia + n3 
The integral in (36a) involves only the classical solution. 
The integrals in (36b) and (36c) involve finite elements so 
that these matrices, will be developed on the element level. 
Substituting eg. (9) into (36a) gives 
(37)III = J'a'' J \|/\|/^ dr 
Here we define 
dP (38) 
After substituting Eg. (11c) into (38) we get 
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" Jr a a a a
 
Where as before the indices i and j are related to the
 
n,m,p,q indices by
 
i = ni^a(n-l)+m, j = q_(p-l)+q , and = q_
 
Next, the expansions of Eqs (9) and (19a) are substituted
 
into (36b) to get for an element k that lies on the
 
interface F
 
n™ =-!/_'■ {ma'iI <i/*""'dr]u'»+nu'«'[J_. ♦<Vdr]A}dt 
From which we obtain two matrices for a boundary element k 
=--(i f dF (40)
2 Jr 
and 
Kf =--ji f (41)
2 Jr 
After substituting the specific expansions of Eq. (lib) and 
(19b) we obtain 
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p(k) _
 
2 Jr
 
Wq
 
where, for an individual matrix element we get
 
i f ^ 1 f/ . nn X . mn
 
where i= m (n-l)+m and i=1,...,Q , j=1,2,3 and Q=m n
 
max max max
 
Note that in Figure 5 below, the element nodes 1 and 2 lie
 
on the interface. In this case the natural coordinate Tis on
 
ris equal to zero. If it were nodes 2 and 3 that lay on
 
the interface, then t|i would equal zero, etc.
 
Ti
 (k)
 
A typical element k that lies on the interface
 
Figure 5
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Since Tij =aj'''x+bj'"y+Cj''' for some kth element on F we can then
 
write
 
(k) 1 f (k) f n n X n 7t y
K = — a. I xsin— sin dF
 
2 ij 2^'Jr a b
 
^,k, f , n 71 i
. 7i X . n7i y

+ b. I ysin sin dl
 
'Jr a b I
 
I
 
. _(k) f . nitx . nTiy ^
 
+ c^ I sin sin —dl /

'Jr a b ^
 
The factors aj^'^bj"', and Cj"' are defined in equation (21) and
 
X and y can be expresses as
 
x=x'i'''+(X2-Xi)"'V and y=yi'"+(y2-yi)"";' (41')
 
as referenced to Figure 5. Also,0<y ^ 1 over the
 
element edge and is the variable of integration along the
 
interface. By inspection we observe that Kg''' = Kg'''''.
 
Finally, substituting Eq(19a) into (36c) gives us
 
n()c) =i.„<WT 1^1^ u""
 
from which we get the matrix
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''dr (42)
 
Inserting (19b) into (42) yields
 
K,=-nf hi Tl2 Tlsldr
^2
 
2 Jr
 
tIj
 
An individual element is thus determined from
 
(k)

AL'

1 i^j
 (k) 6
K' J^TiiTijdr =
4ij 2^1 al"" (43)
 
1=1
 
where use is made of the formula
 
fi . aipi ,

I Ti,T|2dr=AL —— , and

Jo " (a+p+1)!
 
Al""=^(Xp-Xq)^+(yp-yq)^
 
which is the length of the edge of element k that lies on
 
r, and p and q are the nodes of k that lie on P.
 
We can now determine the entire matrix explicitly
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2 1 0
 
^oc, 1 Al'''
 
1 2 0 (44a)
Kr =
 
2 6
 
0 0 0
 
This particular case applies to Figure (5) since nodes 1
 
and 2 lie on the interface and therefore natural coordinate
 
Ti3=0along F. If the elements nodes 2 and 3 were to lie on
 
the boundary, then r|i =0along F and the matrix would take
 
the form
 
0 0 0
 
„(k) 1 Al'''
 0 2 1 (44b)
Kr =
 
0 1 2
 
and so forth. This completes the definition of the
 
interface compatibility matrices for the penalty function
 
method.
 
3.3.2 Rxtz-Galerkin Matrix Formulation
 
The integral term that establishes compatibility along
 
the interface that separates the regions Xi and Xn is given
 
by equation (8) and is rewritten below
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f^2 r du dv^
 
(45)
Jr = {- I (u-v)(—-^)dr } dt
Jti J r on on
 
Before proceeding further, we will at this point define the
 
normal derivatives with respect to u and v that appear in
 
equation (45). These derivatives are in the direction
 
outwardly normal to the edge of the element that lies on
 
the interface. Figure 6 illustrates an outward normal
 
vector to an element edge. It makes an angle 0 to the x
 
axis as shown in the figure. The Ui represents the field
 
variable value at node i and the (Xi,yi) represents the
 
coordinates of the node i.
 
(X2'y2U«2
 
k
 
(xs.ys)
 
kth finite element (x,,y,)
 
Ou'bward Normal Vector on an edge
 
For a typical element k
 
Figure 6
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3.3.2.1 Detezmination of Nozmal Derivatives
 
We begin with the chain rule
 
5u 3u 5x 5u5y ,.^,
 
— = + (46)
 
dn 5x 5n 0y5n
 
where in reference to figure (6) we have that
 
—=cos0 and —=sin0 (47)
 
dn dn
 
Recalling (19c) we can differentiate it to obtain
 
5u dn. dn, dx\. , r, »

— = ^ + -^ U2 +^U3 (48a)
 
cx d^x. dx dx
 
, du dn, di], ^3 , V
 
and — = —^ Ui + U2 + (48b)

dy 5y ay ay
 
Differentiating Eqs.(20) and substituting into Eqs.(48) we
 
arrive at
 
^ ,.1 « V
 
— = a^u^+a2U2tajUj (49a)
 
dx
 
= biUi+b2U2tbsUa (49b)

dy
 
Substituting (47) and (49) into (48) finally yields
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5u
 
—=(aicos0+bisin0)ui+(a2cos0+b2sin0)u2+(a3cos0+b3sin0)U3
 
dn
 
Un
 
U,
 
U,
 
=[(aicos0+bisin0),(a2cos0+b2sin0),(a3cos0+b3sin0) (50)
 
Comparing (50) to the differentiation (19b) with respect to
 
the normal vector, i.e..
 
0T]i dr]2 ^3 
u. 
dn dn'dn'dn 
u. 
we note that
 
=aicos0+biSin0 (51a)
 
dn
 
^1
 
=aiCosO+b^sinO (51b)
 
dn
 
=a;^cos0+b3sin0 (51c)
 
5n
 
We further note, for example, in the Fig.6 on side 1-2,
 
COS0- ——— and sin0 = ——— (51c$

Li_2 Lj_2
 
where ^L^_2=^j{x2-x^f + {Vz-Yif ■ 
These quantities are calculated for each element.
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Next we determine the normal derivative with respect to the
 
classical solution v(x,y,t). Again we begin with the chain
 
rule for a typical term in the expansion
 
,52)
 
5n 5x 5n 5y 5n 5x dy
 
Substituting a specific term, i.e., Eq.(11c) gives
 
5v|/, nu( nTtx . mviy

_rj^__rmn_ _ — COS Sin —
 COS0
 
0n Sn a V a b j
 
m7t nTix mTiy
 
+ — sin cos sine (53)
 
b
 
where as before, we define i = m_^^(n-l)+m
 
3.3.2.2 Determination of Interface COTipatibility Matrices
 
for Ritz-6alerkin
 
Multiplying out the terms of the integrand of (45), it
 
may be rewritten as
 
J,=-r{ fu^-fv^V-fu^H- f v^ldt (54)

Jt, ^ Jr dn Jr an Jr an Jr an ^
 
The first three integrals within the brackets of Eq.(54)
 
involve finite element expansions and will be derived at
 
the element level. The fourth integral involves only the
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classical solution expansion. Substituting (19a) into the
 
first of these integrals in (54) leads to the matrix for
 
some element k on the interface
 
dT (55)
=I♦ 
dn
 
Substituting the explicit expressions for the finite
 
element expansion, (19b) and (51), into (55) yields, for a
 
particular element of the matrix
 
. (k) f
 
J T|i(aj'"sin0+bj'"cos0)dr
 
AL
(k)(a'/'sin0+b!j'"cos0) (56)
 
Substitution of (lib) and (19a) into the second bracketed
 
integral of (54) yields the following matrix
 
K"(k)

= (57)
 
Inserting the specific expressions for ^ and <]>'''' yields the
 
following matrix for an element k on the interface
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" Jr^' dn
 
= J sin^-^^^^^^(ajCos0+bjCos6)dr
 
m7iy
 (58)
 
y a J b ,
 
=(ajCOsG+bjCosG)Jsin''nTix^
 
where i = "•" ni' j = 1, 2, 3. Substitution of
 
(lib) and (19a) into the third bracketed integral of (54)
 
yields the following matrix for an element k
 
K' f <|)®^ dr
 (59)
 
Jr dn
 
Inserting explicit expressions for and from (11c) and
 
(19b) respectively, we obtain the following
 
i (k) f
 
K, Jr^' dn dr
 
r \(nn nxx . mxy") _ mx nxx mxy
 
= I T|i —cos sin COSO+ —sin cos iinG dF (60)

Jr K a a h) V b a by
 
where the Tii are defined in (21) and (22), x and y can be
 
written in terms of F as shown in(41')/ and j = "Vax
 
m, with i = 1, 2, 3.
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I 
Finally, we insert (lib) into the last of the
 
bracketed integrals of Eq(45) obtaining
 
«iv)^ f^ 1
k'")= I ^V|/^dr (61)

Jr an ^
 
By inserting the explicit expressions of (11c) into (61),
 
and making use of (53), we arrive at
 
dr
 
j
 
pnf . nrtx pTix . mTty . qTiy\
 
sin cos^^-—sin—=^-sin COS0

=j.[
a V a a b b .
 (62)
 
qnf , nTix , pTix , mTty qrty^
 
+ -a— sin sin-^-—^sin^—cos sinBJdi
 
a V
 
Where again i = 3 = ^ max(P-^) "^ax =
 
"imax
 
Also X and y can be defined in terms of the integration
 
variable Fas shown in (41') for any straight line contour,
 
and COS0, and sin0are defined in (51d) for the same
 
contour. The matrix elements of (62) are determined
 
numerically.
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3.4 Summary of Discretization
 
All matrices which define the energy functionals of
 
equations (5), (6), (7), and (8) have been defined above.
 
These matrices involving finite elements must be assembled
 
into global matrices that account for all the degrees of
 
freedom represented by all finite element nodes. Part of
 
this procedure involves the summation of all the energy
 
functionals formulated for each finite element. Adjacent
 
elements share nodes, and so the field variables at the
 
common nodes must also share the same values. This makes
 
it necessary to impose inter-element constraints during the
 
assembly process. The resulting assembled matrices will be
 
defined here as global matrices.
 
The classical solution case does not present an
 
assembly problem. Each term of the classical solution
 
expansion resides throughout the entire region, in this
 
case Ti, thus no assembly is necessary. This is unlike the
 
finite element case where expansion terms reside only
 
within their proper finite element thus making assembly
 
necessary. The assembly process as defined below will be
 
simply illustrated as a summation of the energy functionals
 
that are developed at the finite element level without
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 reference to the inter-element constraints. A simple
 
example that illustrates the entire assembly procedure is
 
presented in Appendix B. The energy functionals, defined
 
in equations (5), (6), (7), and (8), are presented below in
 
matrix form for each compatibility case.
 
Classical case, region Tj
 
(63)
Fj =||'{ -HA'KiA+Vs'a'MjA jdt
 
Finite element case, N elements in rI
I
 
Jjj=V r ^Hu®KiiU+^u®MiiU+u®f*}"''dt (64)
 
Compatibility functional, p, method with R elements residing
 
on the interface
 
jj.=1^rA®KiAdt-y -// p{A^K2U+u®K3A-u''K4u}<''^dt (65)

2 Jt, 2 Jt,
 
Compatibility functional, Ritz-Galerkin, with R elements
 
residing on the interface
 
Jr=y PiuVu -aVu -u'K'"Ardt+ r{A'K''''A}dt (66)

k^i Jt. Jt.
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 From (63)-(66), the definition of the complete matrices are
 
as follows j
 
!
 
Kj= J V\|/•Vv|/^dxdy (67)
 
K„=|; f VV'^.V<|»^>^dxdy=2 (68) I
 
k-l Jtij i=l I
 
Ki=- f dT (69)
 
2 Jr
 
Ka=i; =tK (70) !
 
k=i 2 Jr
 
1 R f (k)
 
3
(k) (71)
k,=-E f* ¥"Dr=S K
2 k=i Jr t=i
 
(72)
K.=i;-f+'"r'dr=E »=.(k)
 
k=i 2 Jr
 
R r T ^
 K,=y <|,«V =tK'"" (73)
 
k^' Jr 5n k=i
 
k"=y f V=y K'"" (74)
 
t? Jr 5n t^i
 
(0
 
(k) (75)
k".=2 Jf\^dr=iK
 
^ Jr 5n k=i
 
f
K<"'= ^w'dT (76)
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\|/\|/''dxdy (77)
 
(k) (78)
Mil =Z f <l>""^dxdy =2 M:
 
k=l •*// k=l
 
f=2] ff(x,y,t)<|>"''dxdy=2f (79)
 
J *=i
 
Note that in the equations where there are sums involved,
 
finite elements are also involved . The summations are not
 
literal sums of the finite element matrices, but are
 
o
 
symbolic representations of the element assembly process as
 
was mentioned earlier. With the assembled finite element
 
matrices now defined, we can write equations (63) - (66)
 
without the summation signs. We will go even further, that
 
is, we will now combine all energy functional terms and
 
express them in a compact matrix form showing the matrix
 
representations of both the finite element node vectors, u,
 
and coefficient vectors. A, of classical degrees of
 
freedom. For example, Ji + Jn takes the form
 
M,
X
0 a' 
X 
"a" o'
 
U] -[A'u] +2[A® u] }dt (80)
= [A'« 

.0 M„_ u _0 K„_ u
 
and Jr takes the form
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(81)
I, {[A' K^][*]V -thod
 
£{[A' u^] .j^(iv) j^"
 A
 dt Ritz-Galerkin (82)
 
K" -K' VLt

J,= }

where Urrepresents only the finite element nodes that lie on
 
the interface. In each case the total energy is expressed
 
as
 
J — Ji t Jii t Jr (82')
 
Henceforth, the following definitions are established
 
Ki 0
 
K= (83)
 
0 K„
 
Mi 0
 
M= (84)
 
0 Mil
 
Ki -K2
 
Kr = (85)
 
-K3 K,
 
-K'"' K" 
Kr = 
Iff I 
(86) 
K -K 
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4.0 loposition of constraints for Collocation and Least
 
Square Method
 
The collocation and least square methods do not alter
 
the form of the total energy formulation in the way the
 
penalty function and the Ritz Galerkin methods do.
 
Instead, constraints are enforced at the interface P. The
 
procedures are described below.
 
4.1 Collocation
 
The goal here is to establish a constraint matrix
 
relationship between the classical region Xi and the finite
 
element region Th via the collocation method. This method
 
involves equating the field variable expansions of adjacent
 
sub-domains at their common interface. That is, the values
 
at each finite element field variable node that lies on the
 
interface F is set equal to the value of the classical
 
solution when it is evaluated at the same point. The idea
 
is illustrated in Figure 7. The constraint matrix will then
 
be inserted into the discretized energy functional of Ji +
 
Jii.
 
Evaluating the classical solution at a point p, from
 
(11a) gives
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 V 
n7rx_
 
(X ,y ,t)=22A^(t)sin( )sin(——) (87)
 
a b
n=l m=l
 
where p ranges from 1 to R.
 
Tn u(x,y,t)
 
p+2 p+1
 
v(x,y,t)
 
p-1
 
Collocation of Points Between Xi and Tn
 
Figure 7
 
At the nodal point p, the field variable has a value
 
of Up. This is set equal to the classical solution value at
 
the same location, i.e., Up = v(Xp, yp, t) on F. Applying
 
(87) we get
 
n7tx„
 
.^Yp,

"p= A^n(t)sin( ^)sin(—:^)

n=l ra=l 3 b
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To make the formulation more compact we apply Eq.(lib) to
 
get
 
Up = ^''(Xp ,yp)A(t) (88)
 
We see that a row matrix is formed from (88), namely
 
^^(Xp ,yp) for the node p. Utilizing(11c), a particular
 
matrix element can be found from
 
nTix niTty

M^mn(Xp,yp)=sin sin——
 
For the node p-1 another row matrix is formed and so forth.
 
Eg.(88) is repeated for each node on the interface, thus
 
forming a matrix equation
 
Up-l 'i'^(Xp+i,yp+i)A(t)
 
=
Up T'"(Xp,yp)A(t) = C A(t) (89)
 
Up+1 ^^(Xp+ifyp+i)A(t)
 
Which in specific terms this becomes, utilizing (11a)
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 n7ix„, ni7ty_ 1
 
Up.i
££A^(t)sin( ^Msin( l"')
 
n=l m=l ^ t)
 
n7rx„ rn7ty_
££A^(t)sin( ^)sin( = 
^P =
Ur
 
n=l in=l ^ ,
 
. ,"^^Yp+ix
 
Up+i

n=l m=l S O
 
CA
 
where is the finite element degrees of freedom on F,and
 
applying (lib')
 
^(^p+i'Yp+i) (Xp-ir yp-i), (Xp-1,yp-i (Xp.i,yp.a)
 
C = ^'(Xp,yp) ¥i(Xp,yp),M^2(Xp,yp),..., VgCXp^yp)
 
Vi(Xp+i,yp+i),x|/2(Xp+i,yp+i),..., VQ(Xp+i,yp+i)
 
utilizing Eg.(lie), we get for a typical matrix element
 
in C
 
nTix,, . mTiy,

C„ = sin( Hsin(
 
where for each mn pair we have j=m„3^(n-l)+m
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 The constraint equation, relating the coefficients A
 
with the interface finite element nodes, becomes
 
= C A
 
The finite element interface vector, u^, is replaced by CA
 
in the energy formulation. If we let Un be the vector of
 
finite element nodes that do not lie on the interface, the
H

O
 
total finite element vector can be expressed as
 
u =
 
The complete solution vector, that includes all degrees of
 
freedom, now becomes
 
"a"
 
a'
 
=
W = = C 0 =C w. (89a)
 
_u
 
0 I
 
where
 
1 0
 
C = C 0 and (89b)
*R =
 
0 I
 
_


-


u


I0_

1


1
u


'
o


B


1


 
—1
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The vector w represents the total number of unconstrained 
degrees of freedom, and Wr is the constrained solution 
vector. 
Finally substituting (89a) into (81) we get 
* -
where we set 
{WrM*Wji -w®K*Wr-2w®f*}dt 
M-=c*'h "V- K*=C*t' "let f
Lo Lo K„JII­
= C f 
The reduced solution vector has (Q + m) number of 
★ . 
degrees of freedom Q + m, and C is a (Q + L)x(Q + m) matrix 
with m being the number of finite element degrees of 
freedom not on F, and L being the total number of finite 
element degrees of freedom. Q was defined previously to 
equal the number of degrees of freedom contributed by the 
classical solution. Note: the length of Ur is equal to L-m. 
I 
' 
I 
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 4.2 Least Square Method
 
The least square error method is formulated by
 
integrating the square of the difference of the field
 
variables of the adjacent regions on the adjoining
 
interfaceF
 
3^= £{J^(u-v)'dr}dt
 
= A-AKjUp-UpKjA+UpK^Up}dt
 
Two alternatives are possible here. We may either let
 
vary with respect to Uj, while holding A fixed, and then
 
solve for Uj. in terms of A, or we may vary A with while
 
holding u^ fixed and then solve for A in terms u^.
 
Summarizing the two alternatives:
 
1) Differentiate with respect to u^., hold A constant, solve
 
for Uj, in terms of A thus constraining u^. out of the
 
formulation.
 
2) Differentiate with respect to A, holding u^ constant,
 
solving for A in terms of vl^. thus constraining A out of the
 
formulation.
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Alternative 1:
 
Variation of with respect to Ur gives
 
6Ur*(K/ + K/ )iir - 5V K/ A - 6u/ K3 A = 0
 
leading to
 
u,= ( + k;) (k;+ K3 )A = Ci A
 
where Ci = ( + K/) ^(K/+ ), and the unconstrained
 
degree of freedom vector is given from
 
1
 
0
 
H 
"a" 
a' 
w = = 
«r — Ci 0 =C' (89c) 
u 11. 
0 I 
Substitution of (89c) into (81) gives us
 
Ml 0 K, 0
 
C'wr -V^WrC' Cw,-w^C f}dt
 0 M„ 0 KII _
 
J = {wrM Wr -WrK'wr -w®f'}dt
 
where Wr is defined in (89b), and
 
° Ic' , K' ° 1 '^ = c
Lo M„J Lo K,J f' f
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Alternative 2:
 
Variation of with respect to A gives
 
5V k;a + 5V A - 6u;(k; + )u, = o
 
giving
 
A = ( K, + K;)"(K3'+ K3) u, = C2 u.
 
Where C2 = ( + K/)"{K/+ K, )• The unconstrained degree
 
1
of freedom vector now becomes
 0
 
MC

H
 
u
 
1
 
"a"
 
a'
 
w = = ■ = =G" w. (89d) 
u 
0 I
 
Substitution of (89d) into (81) yields
 
hT 
"I
j=J 0 c'wr -Yi^lC 0 C"w« -w'c"'f }dt
 
0 M„ 0 KII_
 
=> J= J{w'm'wr-w*K"wjj-w'f"}dt
 
where w = C' and Wj^ is defined in (89b). Further
 
T 1^1 ® 1 ""[^I ® 1 "
 M =C fc",K =C C ,f = C f
 
Lo M„J Lo K„J
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Alternative 1 will be chosen for the purposes of this
 
thesis. The inverse of the matrix + K4®, needed to obtain
 
C2 , is sometimes singular.
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5. Discretized Syst:em of Differen-bial Equations
 
The discretized energy of the entire system takes the
 
form, for the different methods:
 
J {w®M*w- w®K*w+2w®f}dt
'/2 Collocation
 
'/2 w'm w- w'k'w+2w®f}dt Least Squares(alt 1)
 
J = J {w'Mw— w''Kw+2w®f-w®K'pW}dt
'/2 Ritz Galerkin
 
'/2 {w*Mw- w*Kw+2w®f-p(w®KrW)}dt p, method
 
Q+L X Q+L Q+L * Q+L
 OQ«i
0
 
where M = ,K= f=
 
—* Lxl
0 M, 0 K,
 
and Kj, in its unexpanded form is define by Eq.(85). When
 
expanded to global dimensions its dimensions becomes
 
(Q+L)x(Q+L). The expanded form of appears as
 
"^1 -Kj 0
 
Kr = -K, K, 0
 
0 0
 
The zeros are placeholders for the finite element nodes
 
that do not lie on T. Similarly for the Ritz-Galerkin method
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 K" 0
 
Kr = K" -K' 0
 
0 0 0
 
Performing 6J = 0 yields the following systems of linear
 
second order differential equations for each of the four
 
methods discussed.
 
M*w+K*w= f(t) (Collocation)
 
Mw+K'w=f(t) (Least Square)
 
Mw+(K+K,-)w=f(t) (Ritz - Galerkin)
 
Mw+(K+MKr)w=f(t) (fx-method)
 
It is a necessary condition that to avoid a trivial
 
solution when applying the method must be singular.
 
For the formulation above this is guaranteed since will
 
contain rows and columns with all zeros. This is a
 
consequence of the fact that only a few of the elements in
 
Tjj will lie on F. Should be non-singular, letting n-^oo
 
would cause to dominate the system and thus lead to a
 
trivial solution.
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5.1 Ifodal Analysis Formulation
 
For discussion purposes in this section we will refer
 
to any of the systems of equations above generically as
 
»+Kw=f(t) (90)
 
A modal analysis will be performed on this system to
 
decouple the equations. Each of the decoupled equations
 
are then solved. Quantified descriptions are given below.
 
The eigenvalue for the above system is formed by assuming a
 
solution w = se and substituting this into the above
 
equation, after setting f = 0, to get
 
2 _ _ -icDt . „ -ieat
 
- CO Mse + Kse = 0
 
After factoring out the exponential term we get
 
( K - XM)s = 0
 
where we let X=(0 . The next step is to perform
 
det( K - XM) = 0
 
yielding a polynomial equation in X. The order of the
 
polynomial equation is determined by the order of the
 
matrices K and M . The solution to the equation above
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determines the natural frequencies of vibration of the
 
system. Each eigenvalue solution X. to the polynomial
 
equation has an associated eigenvector. The eigenvectors
 
in this case determine the mode shapes of their respective
 
frequencies, i.e.,
 
(K - \M) s, = 0
 
where is the eigenvector, or mode shape associated with
 
the th eigenvalue, from which the associated natural
 
frequency is determined by setting
 
f— CD­(0; radians / sec or Vj=—in cycles / sec or Hertz
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5.2 Solutions
 
The eigenvectors play a very important role in
 
facilitating the solution of the system of differential
 
equations. Each eigenvector is first normalized with
 
respect to the mass matrix
 
s^
 
s. =■ 
The modal matrix is then formed from the columns of the 
normalized eigenvectors 
58 
s=[ si is-j I - -s;, ]
 
Through the modal matrix we are able to relate the solution
 
vector w with a set of generalized coordinates 8.
 
w = S 5 (91)
 
Eg. (91) is substituted into (90) and pre-multiplied by ST
 
to give
 
S'msS+S®KS8=S'f (92)
 
The matrices M S and K S are diagonal matrices which
 
produce a system of uncoupled differential linear equations
 
which take the form
 
8,+(oi'6,=<(t)
 
each of which gives a solution of the form, assuming
 
homogeneous initial conditions
 
8(t)=aJ" ,93)

■''' <0^ 
where the a. are determined from f/ which are calculated 
and the integral on the right hand side of (93) is known as 
59 
Duhamel's convolution integral. The known solutions from
 
(93) are substituted back into eq.(91) to give w(t)
 
w(t) = S8(t)
 
In this study, the first eleven mode shapes are considered
 
in the solution, that is, the modal matrix S will have
 
dimensions of 11 by the number of degrees of freedom. This
 
is done so as not to force the finite element grid fit a
 
high resolution. The linear three-node triangle is a
 
stiff" element, which would yield spurious mode shapes if
 
too many eigenvalues were included. One possible approach
 
to alleviating this problem would be to use a six-node
 
quadratic triangle. This element is considerably more
 
flexible than the latter. Fewer such elements, and even
 
degrees of freedom, would be necessary before including
 
more mode shapes into the solution.
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6. L2 Success Criteria
 
The method used to described the effectiveness of each
 
method is discussed here. The discretized form of the L2
 
method is employed here. Test cases are run for which an
 
exact solution exists. A point grid over the solution area
 
(e.g., Tj+Tjj. in this case) is created. The difference
 
between exact and approximate solutions are computed for
 
each point on the grid and then squared. Each squared
 
difference is then multiplied by a weighted area. These
 
quantites are then summed. The resulting sum is divided by
 
the area of the solution and the square root is taken of
 
the result
 
V*(Xp,yp,t)]^Ap
 
11
8(t)= (94)

^(Area of t j+x u)
 
where the weighted areas are A^=k[(x^^^-x_^ J ] r
 
Ap= (Xp^j-Xp,J (yp^j-yp.J], V*(x,y/t) is the "exact" solution,
 
or truth model (defined below), Q is the number of
 
classical solution degrees of freedom, and P is the number
 
finite element degrees of freedom.
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The error 8(t) is numerically integrated over the time
 
interval that is equal to the inverse of the frequency of
 
the lowest vibration mode
 
n=S8(t.)At./T , with At. = P^/(10P^) and T = t2 - t^
 
and where the period of the lowest natural frequency, P^ =
 
1/v^ , the period of the highest natural frequency from the
 
discrete system, P^ = 1/v^ , and t^^^^ = t^+ At. .
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7.0 Truth Ifodel
 
The truth model used in this analysis is the eigenvalue
 
solution for the entire unit square with a point load
 
source located in the Th region as before. Without going
 
into the details of deriving the truth model the result is
 
stated here
 
00
 
u = V Y.(x,y)q.(t)

TRUTH ^ 1' ^1
 
i=l
 
, . ranx . Tiny

Y.(x,y)=—— sin sin
 
1 ab a b
 
. Tim^ . Tcnq
 
P = sin——sin
 
where (^,Q is the point of application of the force, and
 
=— J'f I
q (t) I (T)sin(0.(t-T)dT
 
J 0); Jo ^ J
 
— — ^ T
 f(T)=F Te , where we use a = .3
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From the truth model we may also obtain the exact
 
values of the eigenfrequencies. These are determined from
 
(x> i =7r'\/n^+m^ (95)
 
where again the relationship between the subscript i and
 
the m,n pairs is given by eq.(13).
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I 
 8. Analysis Model
 
The region for which results are obtained in this
 
study are based on a unit square that is shown in Fig.8
 
below
 
y o,
 ^2
 
(0,1)
 
Ti r Xii 02
 
(0,0) a, aa (0,1)
 
Geometry Model Used to Analyze Results
 
Figure 8
 
The expansions Of equation (12) satisfy exactly the
 
boundary conditions of the unit square shown above. Region
 
Xii is covered with linear triangular finite elements. The
 
finite element nodes on the boundary CTa are set to zero so
 
as to satisfy the homogeneous boundary conditions. The
 
unit force acting on the unit square is applied to the
 
point (.75, .75) which places it in Xn , the finite element
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 region. Since the force is applied to only a single point,
 
the energy associated with it equals the force magnitude
 
multiplied by the field variable quantity of the point at
 
which the force is applied. The model is simply
 
Uq f(x,y,t) = Uq Fo 6(x-^,y-Qt e"®*^
 
where the nodal value Uq is located at node q which occupies
 
the Cartesian coordinate , the point of application of
 
the force, 8(x-4,y-Qis the Dirac delta function, and Fo is
 
the maximum magnitude of the force. Putting the above
 
expression in terms of a finite element matrix would yield
 
a vector matrix with all elements equal to zero except for
 
the entry corresponding to node q
 
Uq f{^,^,t) = [0,0, ......0, Uq ,0,...0,0]^ t e"^^
 
. = Uq [0,0, ,0,1,0,...0,0]^ t e""^
 
where the time varying term was chosen to simulate a
 
^'smooth pulse".
 
Before going to the next section, the term
 
resolution , often used in this study, is to be defined
 
its appropriate context. It has to do with how refined an
 
approximate solution we obtain. For example, "high"
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resolution regarding finite elements means that the region
 
has been modeled with a "large" number of elements as
 
opposed to the region being modeled with a "small" number
 
of elements as would be in the case of "low" resolution.
 
In this study, part of the definition of resolution also
 
relates to the number of terms used in the summation series
 
of the classical solution, i.e., how many terms do we keep
 
before truncating the series. The term "resolution" is
 
defined in detail in Appendix C. The interface F in Figure
 
8 is always taken to be parallel to the y-axis, and divides
 
the region into two equal areas except when otherwise
 
noted.
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9. Resul-bs and Discussion
 
Comparison is made among the four methods using the L2
 
criterion as pointed out in section 6. The results are
 
plotted in Figures 9, 10, and 11 for .1 to 10 seconds, each
 
for different resolutions, and in Figure 12 for .1 to 20
 
seconds for resolution 16:8:5. All four plots show a
 
comparable L2 error for all four methods, Ritz-Galerkin
 
(RG), the penalty function (PF) method, collocation (Coll),
 
and least square (LS). Figure 12a shows that L2 errors
 
steadily converge after they peak at about three seconds,
 
then begin to "scatter" after 15 seconds. An explanation
 
for the "scatter" is not forthcoming at this time.
 
It must be pointed out the RG and PF methods retain
 
all degrees of freedom, whereas in the LS and Coll methods
 
the finite element nodes along the interface were
 
constrained out. As a result of this one would expect a
 
more accurate solution when applying RG or PF, however this
 
is not apparent. As the resolution increases, the L2 error
 
decreases for all four methods as is illustrated in Figures
 
13 - 16. This is normally expected.
 
In certain optimization problems, in order to satisfy
 
constraints, a method known as the penalty function method
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is applied. This involves multiplying a constraint
 
equation by a penalty parameter, say ix. The constraint
 
equation, if ideally met, would be equal to zero, i.e.,
 
c(x) = 0. If the product between |x and c(x) is always
 
finite, then as is increased, the better the constraint
 
c(x) = 0, is met. Thus one may simply expect to increase
 
the penalty parameter without bound to better meet the
 
constraint. This often works, however it does not always.
 
As illustrated in Figures 17 and 18, increasing the
 
parameter will yield a lower E2 error up to a certain
 
extent. Beyond a certain penalty value the solution begins
 
to deteriorate. For the 8:4:5 resolution, from Figure 17
 
it can seen that as |j. is increased from 0 to 1000 the L2
 
error steadily decreases. The L2 error then begins to
 
steadily increase as |x continues to increase beyond 1000 as
 
Figure 18 illustrates. An explanation of this may lie with
 
the fact that errors inherent with finite element
 
discretization, and the classical solution truncation, are
 
being magnified by their product with as it is being
 
increased. This behavior is further evident from the
 
results tabulated in Table I for a 10:5:5 resolution. For
 
a penalty value of 100, the PF method yields the most
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accurate values for the first four eigenfrequencies of the
 
unit square when compared to the other four methods. For
 
low penalty values (0 to 10), the connection between
 
regions Ti and tn is very loose or does not exist and thus
 
inaccurate estimates of the eigenfrequencies result. The
 
errors for low penalty values tend to yield lower
 
frequencies, for the second and fourth eigenfrequencies,
 
than the actual values. This is expected, as with a low
 
penalty value, the interface connection tends to disappear
 
and the two regions just, so to speak, "flap in the
 
breeze". It is evident that an exact solution for the
 
second and fourth eigenfrequencies lies between penalty
 
values of 10 and ICQ. From Table I it can be seen that
 
estimates for the first and third eigenfrequencies are
 
quite accurate. For the first frequency this can be
 
explained by the fact that its mode shape does not change
 
when fi is given a small value since the interface divides
 
the two regions exactly in half. In fact, in this case, if
 
there was no connection between the two regions at all =
 
0), the fundamental eigenfrequency (lowest frequency) would
 
be the same for each subdomain, which is equal to the
 
fundamental eigenfrequency for the entire domain. The
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explanation for the why the third eigenfrequency estimate
 
is also accurate is similar. In this case the interface
 
cuts directly across a nodal line for this particular
 
frequency's mode shape. If the penalty is low or even
 
zero, the interface becomes of little significance and the
 
resulting calculation converges the second eigenfrequency
 
of the "flapping" regions, which equals the second
 
eigenfrequency of the entire region (Xi + Xu).
 
Continuing to refer to Table I, as expected based on
 
our previous discussion, that as ^  gets significantly
 
larger, the error in the eigenfrequency estimates tends in
 
turn to get significantly larger. What is of interest here
 
is that convergence is still achieved, however not to the
 
desired solution. Note that the first eigenfrequency
 
approaches the value of the second eigenfrequency as gets
 
very large, 1,000,000 and beyond. This was explained by
 
the fact that the inherent discretization errors were being
 
magnified as fx increased without bound. When this occurs,
 
the some coefficients of the classical solution, and all
 
the finite element nodes on the interface individually tend
 
to zero in order to maintain the constraint. The result we
 
get is an interface that collapses to zero which results in
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two constrained regions side by side. Thus the resulting
 
first two eigenfrequencies listed at the bottoin left of
 
Table I are actually the first eigenfrequencies of each of
 
the constrained regions, that is Ti & Th become two
 
individually separated fixed regions each half the size in
 
area as when the two were combined. Note that while the
 
two are close in value, 49.1149 vs. 51.7531, the first one
 
is obtained from the classical expansion while the second
 
one, slightly higher, is obtained purely from finite
 
elements, hence a "stiffen" region. Referring to the
 
remainder of Table I results, we see that the collocation,
 
least square, and Ritz-Galerkin methods yield reasonably
 
accurate and consistent results for the estimation of the
 
first four eigenfrequencies.
 
The remaining illustrations. Figures 19 through 27
 
show the time history of the field variable response from
 
the force model that was defined in the previous section at
 
selected points for each method. Figures 19-21 show the
 
time history at the point (.75, .25), which is in Th, for
 
resolutions 8:4:5, 12:6:5,, and 16:8:5 respectively. The
 
figures show that as the resolution increases the time
 
plots become more consistent, that is, the more they all
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converge toward the truth model. Figures 22 and 23 show
 
the time histories at the center of the unit square, point
 
(.5, .5) for resolutions 8:4:5 and 16:8:5 respectively. As
 
in the previous case, the time histories more closely
 
resemble the truth model as the resolution increases.
 
Figures 24 and 25 show time histories at a point in Xi,
 
coordinate (.25, .75), for resolutions 8:4:5 and 16:8:5.
 
As before, higher resolution improves the accuracy of our
 
trial solutions. In Figures 19 through 25 we used )J.= 10000.
 
Figure 26 demonstrates a point that was made earlier.
 
For a low resolution, which means a higher discretization
 
error, a lowering of the penalty function parameter, in
 
this case from 10000 to 100, for resolution of 8:4:5, could
 
enhance the accuracy of the penalty function method. Note
 
that in this figure that the time history plot at point
 
(.25,.75) for the penalty function method is considerably
 
closer to the truth model than for |li=10000 which is shown
 
in Figure 24.
 
Figure 27 shows the time history at the point where
 
the forcing function was directly applied. All four
 
methods show remarkable consistency with each other. The
 
truth model, although shaped very similarly to our trial
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solutions, is considerably more displaced. This is due to
 
the singular nature of the solution at the point of
 
application. The solution at this point diverges while it
 
converges at all other points as is evident from the
 
previous time history plots discussed earlier. The error
 
that results at this coordinate contributes significantly
 
to the L2 error. If the point of application L2 error were
 
removed from the L2 calculation, the L2 errors in the
 
vicinity of the 3 second point would be reduced by
 
approximately by 50% as indicated when Figure 28 is
 
compared with Figures 9-12. Figure 29 shows a direct
 
comparison when the L2 error of the point load is removed
 
for the (i method case.
 
Significant points that are drawn from this study are as
 
follows:
 
1. All methods yield comparable L2 results with Ritz-

Galerkin slightly lagging.
 
2. Optimal solution with penalty function method is achieved
 
with a finite value of the penalty function parameter.
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3. Coarse finite element grid limits the effectiveness of
 
the penalty function method.
 
4. Point of force application contributes disproportionally
 
to L2 error.
 
5. L2 error converges with time then eventually begins to
 
"scatter".
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Table I:Comparisons ofthe FirstFour Eigenvalues
 
Resolution 10:5:5
 
Eigenvalue#
 
Actual value
 
collocation
 
%error
 
Galerkin
 
%error
 
leastsquare
 
%error
 
Penalty Function
 
u=0
 
%error
 
u=1
 
%error
 
u=10
 
%error
 
u =100
 
%error
 
u=1000
 
%error
 
u=10000
 
%error
 
u=100000
 
%error
 
11=1000000
 
%error
 
11=10000000
 
%error
 
11=50000000
 
%error
 
Higher mode approxfor
 
u=50000000,...%error
 
1 2 3 4
 
19.739209 49.348022 49.348022 78.956835
 
19.977865 50.37758 50.8647 82.613221
 
1.209045408 2.086320704 3.073432204 4.630866979
 
19.988966 51.006616 51.851084 82.280147
 
1.26528373 3.361014146 5.072264092 4.209023829
 
19.9797 50.407799 50.871945 82.492596
 
1.218341627 2.147557201 3.088113643 4.478093632
 
19.739206 20.003921 49.34592 52.316578
 
-1.51982E-05-59.46358093-0.004259543 -33.74027974
 
19.97168 26.681608 50.361089 57.673786
 
1.177711832-45.93175791 2.052902951 -26.95529652
 
19.97998 43.563494 50.606007 75.022694
 
1.219760123-11.72190448 2.549210584 -4.982647797
 
19.983254 50.051553 50.335739 81.618661
 
1.236346401 1.425651873 2.001533111 3.371242021
 
20.015452 50.622402 50.971517 82.41645
 
1.399463373 2.5824338 3.289888701 4.381653596
 
20.331815 50.597557 55.084279 82.618682
 
3.002177038 2.532087304 11.62408698 4.637783417
 
23.269343 50.670369 67.530608 83.565925
 
17.88386759 2.679635265 36.84562271 5.837480694
 
37.673439 50.748026 78.098154 86.048893
 
90.85586966 2.837001248 58.25994809 8.982196411
 
48.170717 51.365026 78.79103 127.85925
 
144.0357007 4.087304654 59.66400842 61.9356323
 
49.114949 51.753138 78.906669 128.28177
 
148.8192359 4.873783999 59.89834202 62.47076013
 
49.114949 51.753138 78.906669 128.28177
 
0.472304645 4.873783999 0.063535981 0.017994034
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 Figure 20:Field Variable vs.Time 
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R(.75,.25), Res 16:8:5,>=10000
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R(.5,.5), Res 16:8:5, h-= 10000
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Figure 27:Time Variance ofLoad Point 
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Appendix A; m&n pair mapping onto a single index
 
Example: Find single index termsfor the expansion
 
iw "jw 71 nx . 71 my ^ ^
 
v(x,y,t)=>. >. sm sm——= Aii(t)sm(—)sm(—)+
 
n=i m=i a b a b
 
Ai2(t)sin(—)sin(^) +Ai3(t)sin(—)sin(^) +A2i(t)sin(—)sin(^)+
 
a b a b a b
 
A22(t)sin(^^)sin(-^)+A23(t)sin(^^)sin(—)+A3j(t)sin(—)sin(—)+
 
a b a b a b
 
A32(t)sin(—)sin(^)+A33(t)sin(—)sin(^) (Bl)

a b a b
 
Here we see that m^=3, so that
 
k=3(n-l)+m (B2)
 
Forthe first three termsin the e3q)ansion,i=1,2,3 for n= 1, m=1,2,3
 
(m,n)=> (l,l)^lc=l, (l,2)^k=2, (l,3)->k=3,
 
(2,l)-»k=4, (2,2)->k=5, (2,3)^k=6,
 
(3,l)^k=7, (3,2)->k=8, (3,3)->k=9
 
Forthis example A^,= A^, A„= A,, A,,= A,, A^^= A^, A3^= A,, etc.
 
Also,for example.
 
sin(—)sin(^)=Hi9(x,y), sin(—)sin(^)=\j/2(x,y),

a o a b
 
sin(—)sin(^)=\|/7(x,y), sin(—)sin(^)=v|/g(x,y), etc.
 
a D a b
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The mapping ofm,n pairsto a particulark is unique. This can be described in
 
the following way. The maximum value ofm is fixed. Asthe first inner summation in
 
(Bl)takes place,the index nofthe outer summation begins with the numberone. The
 
index m isthen varied fi-om one to its maximum value,in this case,three. The number
 
k varies firom to three accordingly. Asthe next inner summationsweeptakes place,n is
 
given the value oftwo. The first term onthe right side of(B2)hasa value ofthree.
 
Whenm varies fi-om oneto three ktakesonthe values4,5 and6which ofcourse is
 
distinct firom 1,2,and 3. This procedure is repeated untilthe summation is complete.
 
With each inner sum sweep wegothrough distinct m,n pairs. Likewise we
 
respectively produce distinct valuesofk. The illustration below demonstratesthe
 
point.
 
Solid lines are plotsof k=nw(n-l)+m where
 
niniax is equalto3in this case. For every constant
 
value ofn,m variesfrom 1 to 3.
 
n-1
 
n=3
 
n=l n=2
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 Appendix B:Finite ElementAssemblage
 
The following example illustratesthe method offinite element assembly.
 
Letthe following trapezoidalregion be divided into three finite elements
 
(2) 73'
 
1 .. /(3)
 
The numbers in parentheses represent the element number,the interior numbers atthe
 
nodesrepresent the localelementnodalnumber,and the exterior numbersrepresentthe
 
globalnode numbers. Each element has itsownenergy representation,i.e..
 
a^l"uW

"12	 ^13
 
aW
 uf
a-22	 "23
 
sym 
^33 uf
 
.(2)	 ,(2)
 
M2 ^13 uif>
 
(2)
J°>=[u®,uO'.u® a(^> u
a22 "23
 
sym if

"33 u;
 
ra(3> ■uf>^11	 ^12 ®13
 
J<^>=[uf,uf,uf a^'>"22 "23 uf 
sym uf"33 
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,
u"
)1
(
233U
We have assumed symmetryfor simplicity. Atthis point could we add allthree
 
energy termsto getthe total energy
 
J=:J(1)+J(2)4.J<3)
 
However this formulation is meaningless unless inter-element constraints are imposed,
 
namely the valuesofelement nodesthat share acommon location,e.g.,the node2of
 
elementone sharesthe same node asnode 1 ofelement2,and likewise node 1 of
 
element3. Allthree have the same nodalvalue,which is equalto the globalnode 3,
 
i.e.,
 
U3=u<'>=ui^>=uf>
 
Constraints forthe remainder ofthe nodes are
 
u,=ul'>
 
U2=uW=uf
 
u,=uf=uf>
 
U3=uf
 
After incorporating the constraints,the energyterm for element(1),in termsofthe
 
global nodes,takesthe form
 
1
 
N<


0) oO) av
 
a
11 *12 1
 
=[ui,U3,u2j ^22 ^2
 
sym  dq
 1
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 Expressing intermsofthe remaining global nodes gives,after appropriate
 
rearrangement matrix elements,now take theform
 
.(1) (1)
 
13 ^12
 
(1)
 
33 ®23
 
=[U,,U2,U3,U4,U5 
®22
 
sym
 
Similarly,for and we have
 
0 0 0 

(2) (2)

a a
33 13
 
=[Ui,U2,U3,U4,U5 .(2)
 
sym
 
'0 0 0
 
0 0
 
=[U„U2,U3,U4,U5 
^11
 
sym
 
0 'u,
 
0 0 U2
 
_
1
0 0 U3

o'
 
0 0
 
0

0 U,
 
o(2)
 
Un
23
 
^(2) 
U,
M2
 
(2)
 
a
22
 
U.
 
0 0 'u,'
0 0 U2 
^13 ^12 U3 
a<^> U4
"33 ®23
 
^22 _.^5
 
Note:For nodesthat do not lie on elements their corresponding rowsand columns will
 
be made up entirely ofzeros. Forexample,nodes 1 and2do notlie on element(3),
 
thusthe corresponding rowsand columns are made up entirely ofzeros.
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Atthis stage we are ready for assembly. Wesimply add the three 5x5 matrices
 
together to getfor the entire system matrix
 
a 
(1) 
11 ^13 a 
(1) 
12 0 0 
(2) 
^33 +^33 ^23 ^ ^13 23a 
K= .0)
^22 +a 
(2) 
11 Ml ^12 ^^13 ^12 
sym 
^22 ^ ^33 a 
(3) 
23 
l(3)
42 , 
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 Appendix C; Definition ofResolution
 
Resolution as defined in this study is an indication ofhow many finite elements
 
are utilized and to what extentthesummation limits ofthe classical solution. An
 
example is givenforthe figure below. Resolution is expressed in the formN1:N2:N3
 
where N1 representsthe number offinite element divisions in the y direction in the
 
region Xn as shovra inthe figure. Similarly,N2representsthe number offinite element
 
divisions inthe x direction. N3isthe limit ofeachthe summations in the classical
 
expansion expression.
 
Example:
 
s
 8divisions in y
 
1
 direction
 
K
 s
 
S
 
4divisions in
 
X direction
 
5 5
 
v(x,y,t)=2] A^sin(m;ry)sin(n;^),notethat limit ofeachsum is5
 
m=l n=\
 
Thusresolution for this case is 8:4:5
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Appendix D;Computer Codes
 
The computer codesforthis project are presented here. In the first three
 
sectionscode lines are listed forthe following calling programs:
 
1)collocation/least squares,Appendix D1
 
2)Ritz-Galerkin,AppendixD2
 
3)Penalty Function Method,AppendixD3
 
The next code section listed is forthe utility programs. Included in this section
 
are subfimctions and subroutines thatthe calling programs listed above utilize. These
 
include the stiffiiess and mass matrix formulationsfor finite element and classical
 
expansions,numerical integration,and matrix multiplication and inversion routines.
 
This section is eniimerated as Appendix D4.
 
The next section. Appendix D5,is where the modalanalysis is done. This is
 
wherethe code lines forthe calculation ofthe eigenvalues and eigenvectors are listed.
 
The final section. Appendix D6,lists allthe routinesthat calculate the time
 
response solution,the truth model,and the L2error estimates. The diagram below
 
illustratesthe flow ofoperations.
 
Collocation
 
Utility or
w 
Least Squares
 
Routines Modal Analysis TimeResponse
 
Ritz-Galerkin
 
or
 
or p method
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Appendix Dl: Collocation-LeastSquare Methods Calling Code
 
program main
 
dimension xfe(800,3Xyfe(800,3)
 
dimension at(800),rl(800,3),the^800,3),usol(400)
 
dimension ae(800.3Xbe(8t)0,3).ce(800,3),cm(20,50),cls(20,50)
 
dimension ainv_test(3,3),ainv(3,3X defl_cns^400,400)
 
dimension coef_inf(500,500),defl(500,500),cst(500,400)
 
dimrasion cst_tr(400,500Xc_temp(500,400X cf_infl(400,400)
 
real k2(20,50,3Xk2p(20,50,3Xk3(20,3,50Xk3p(20,3,50)
 
real klp(20,3,3X k4(20,3,3Xkcstit400,400)
 
c dimension xg(20Xyg(20)
 
real ki(50,50X mi(50,50Xkg(500,500Xmg(500,500)
 
real kgf(SOO,SOOXm^SOO,SOOX mcsti<400,400)
 
real kiv(50,50Xk1(50,50)
 
real kiij, kivij, normal_an^e,mu
 
real kii(800,3,3),mii(800,3,3)
 
real kgam(500,500X kgamg(500,500)
 
integeroffset,p,q,dof,iinal_dof,ei(800,3)
 
open(8,file='drivers.dat^
 
open(IO,file='evp.daf)
 
c open(12,file='static_sol.datO
 
nlim =5
 
mlim=nlim
 
cnumberofgrid spaces in thex direction forgaussintegration
 
nxd=2
 
cnumberofgrid spacesin the y directionforgaussintegration
 
nyd=4
 
cwholere^ on(square)x limit
 
a= 1.
 
cA^ole region(square)y limit
 
b= 1.
 
c numberofintegration points on gamma
 
ns=n
 
ccalculate numberofdegreesoffreedom forthe classical solution
 
offset=nlim*mlim
 
c set penalty function parameter
 
c Forfuture reference weshould let nxdiv lie between0and nbe. Thedriver
 
should be nbe
 
c which would bethenumberofgrid lineson thesquarein each direction,
 
c Then set nydiv=nbe.
 
c
 
nbe= 16
 
nxdiv= 8
 
nydiv=nbe
 
c nydiv=2*nxdiv
 
nel=2*nxdiv*nydiv
 
c nbe=nydiv
 
c m=nxdiv+ 1
 
m=(nbe-nxdiv)+1
 
c grid space limitfor integrating classical solution via Gauss
 
mbe=nbe
 
mxdiv=nxdiv
 
agrid=1.-rnxdiv/mbe
 
bgrid= 1.0
 
ccoordinatesoffirst gammaintegration point
 
xO=agrid
 
y0=0.
 
ccoordinatesoflastgammainrtegration point
 
xn=agrid
 
yn=l.
 
nnodes=(nxdiv+l)*(nydiv+l)
 
c Thedofparameterbelow isthetotal numberofdegreesoffreedom
 
c forthe unconstrained system.
 
dof=offset+nnodes
 
c final numberofdegreesoffreedom for penalty and Galerkin methods
 
nfdof= offset+nxdiv*(nydiv-l)
 
c final numberofdofsforcollocation and leastsquare(constrained)
 
nfdofc=nfdof-(nbe- 1)
 
c
 
c Begiri thegeneralassembly
 
write(8,»)nlim,nbe,nxdiv
 
close(8)
 
call el_ind_midpt(ei,nydiv,nxdiv)
 
call fe_constan^^ae,be,ce,xfe,yfe,rl,thet,
 
1 nel,m,nxdiv,nydiv,nbe,a,b)
 
call coup]ed_matrix_creation(nlim,mlim,nbe,nel,nxdiv,50,a,b,
 
I xfe,yfe,thet,ae,be,ce,k2,k:^,k3,k3p)
 
call fe_on_gam(i1,thet,ae,be,nbe,klp,k4)
 
call fe_k_m_matrices(ae,be,ce,at,nel,kii,mii)
 
call fe_assemblyQdi,mii,ei,nel,of]&et,kg,mg)
 
call uncoupled_matrix_creation(x0,y0,xn,yn,1000,
 
1 nlim,mlim,a,b,nxd,nyd,agrid,bgri4ki,mi,kiv,kl)
 
call coup]ed_mat_assem(klp,k2,k4,k2p,k3p,k3,kgam,kgamg,
 
1 nbe,nel,nxdiv,ofrset,ei,nlim,mlim)
 
call assem_uncoupled(ki,mi,kl,kiv,l%am,kgamg,ofifset,kg,mg)
 
c
 
c The nexttworoutines representthe poialty function method and theGalerkin
 
method
 
c mu is settozero when theleastsquare problem isformulated
 
c
 
mu=0.
 
call mu_method(kgJcgam,mu,dof)
 
dollOi=l,dof
 
do 110j=l,dof
 
if(i.gt.j)goto 110
 
kg(ij)=(kg(ij)+kg(j.i))
 
mg(ij)=(mg(g)+mg(j,i))
 
110 continue
 
do 111 i=l,dof
 
dolllj=l.dof
 
if(i.ge.j)goto 111
 
kgO,i)= kg(ij)
 
mg(j,i)=mg(ij)
 
111 continue
 
c thefinal stiffnessand massmarticesbelow areformed to take into account
 
c thefactthatthefinite elementnodeson theboundary arezero,
 
c
 
call matrices_final(kg,mg,nxdiv,nydiv,dof,oflfset,kgf,mgf)
 
c stiffiiess matrix is inverted here asthe first step to calculating K inverse
 
c
 
c Thefollowing routines arethesolutionsto the collocation and lieast square
 
problems
 
c
 
call clsq(k2,k3,k4,nbe,ofirset,cls)
 
call col_constr_mat(nlim,mlim,agrid,0.,agrid,1.,a,b,nbe,cm)
 
calladj_constr_mat(cm,nxdiv,nydiv,qffset,cst,cst_tr)
 
c call matrix_mult2(kgf,cst,500,500,400,c_temp)
 
call matrix_mult3(kgf,cst,500,500,400,
 
1 nfdof,nfdof,nfdof,c_temp)
 
c call matrix_mult2(cst_tr,c_temp,400,500,400,kcstr)
 
call matrix_mult3(cst_tr,c_temp,400,500,400,
 
1 nfdof,nfdof,nfdof,kcstr)
 
c call matrix_mult2(mgf,cst,500,500,400,c_temp)
 
call matrix_mult3(mgf,cst,500,500,400,
 
1 nfdof,nfdof,iifdof,c_temp)
 
c call matrix_mult2(cst_tr,c_temp,400,500,400,mcstr)
 
call matrix_mult3(cst_tr,c_temp,400,500,400,
 
1 rifdof,nfdof,nfdof,mcstr)
 
c
 
call inverse_matrix2(kcstr,cf_infl,400,nfdofc)
 
c
 
c call matrix_mult2(cf_infl,mcstr,400,400,400,defl_cnstr)
 
call matrix_mult3(cf_infl,mcstr,400,400,400,
 
1 nfdof,nfdof,nfdof,defl_cnstr)
 
c Write theinitial matrix to beused in the matrix iteration scheme
 
c onto unit 10,which then goes into Hotteling's matrix deflation algorithm
 
c
 
write(I0,*)nfdofc
 
do200i=l,nfdofc
 
write(10,*)(defl_cnstr(ij)j=l,nfdofc)
 
200 continue
 
do201 i=l,nfdofc
 
write(10,*)(mcstrOj)j=l,nfdofc)
 
201 continue
 
close(10)
 
stop
 
end
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Appendix D2: Ritz-Galerkin Calling Code
 
programmain
 
dimension x&(800,3),yfe(800,3)
 
dimension at(800),rl(800,3),thet(800,3)
 
dimension ae(800,3),b^800,3),ce(800,3)
 
dimension ainv_tes^3,3),ainv(3,3)
 
dimension coef_inf(S00,500),defl(S00,500)
 
realk2(20,50,3),k2p(20,50,3),k3(20,3,50),k3p(20,3,50)
 
real klp(20,3,3X k4<20,3,3)
 
c dimension xg(20),yg(20)
 
real ki(50,50),mi(50,50),kg(500,500),mg(5d0,500)
 
real kg8[500,500),mgfl[500,500)
 
realkiv(50.50),kl(50,50)
 
real kiij, kivij,nonnal_angle,mu
 
real kii(800,3,3),mii(800,3,3)
 
real kgam(500,S00),l%amg(500,500)
 
integerofrset,p,q,dof,iinal_dof,ei(800^)
 
open(8,file='drivers.dat!)
 
open(10,file=*evp.dat')
 
nlim =5
 
mlim =nlim
 
cnumberofgrid spacesin theX direction forgaussintegration
 
nxd=2
 
cnumberofgrid spacesin the y direction forgaussintegration
 
liyd=4
 
cwhole region(square)x limit
 
^a.= 1. ,
 
c wholerei^on(square)y limit
 
■	 , b=l.- . 
ccaldilate numberofdegrees offieedom forthe dassical splutipn 
offset=nlim*mlim
 
c
 
c Forfuture reference weshould let nxdiv lie betwe^0and nbe. Ihe driver 
should benbe 
c which would bethenumberofgrid lineson thesquareine^h direction, 
c Then set nydiv =<? nbe. 
c ■ ■ ' ' ' ' - ■ 
nbe= 16
 
nxdiv= 8
 
nydiv=nbe
 
c nydiv=2*iixdiv
 
nel=2*nxdiv*nydiv
 
c nbe=nydiv
 
c m==nxdiv+1
 
m=(nbe-nxdiv)+ 1
 
c grid space limitforintegrating classical solution via Gauss
 
mbe=nbe
 
mxdiv=nxdiv
 
agrid= I,- mxdiv/mbe
 
c grid space limit in yforintegrating classical solution via Gauss
 
bgrid=1.0
 
ccoordinatesoffirst gammaintegration point
 
xO=agrid
 
yO=0.
 
ccoordinatesoflastgammainrtegration point
 
xn=agrid
 
yn= 1.
 
c ■ 
c Niunberofunconstrained nodes
 
c ■■ ■ ; .
 
nnodes=(nxdiv+l)*(nydiv+l)
 
c Thedofparameterbelow is thetotalnumberofdegreesoffreedom
 
c forthe unconstrruned system.
 
dof=offset+hnodes
 
c find numberofdegreesoffieedom forpendty and Gderkin methods
 
nfdof= oflFsettnxdiv*(nydivrl)
 
c find numberofdofsforcollocation and leastsquare(constrained)
 
c,. ' ' , ■
 
write(8,*)nlim,nbe,nxdiv
 
close(8)
 
c Begin tiie general assembly
 
cdlel_ind_midpt(ei,nydiv,nxdiv)
 
call fe_constants(^ae,be,ce,xfe,yfe,rl.thet,
 
I nd,m,nxdiv,nydiv,nbe,a,b)
 
call coupled_matiix_creation(iilim,mlimmbe,nd,nxdiv,SO,a,b,
 
1 xfe,yfe,thet,ae,be,ce,k2jr2p,k3,k3p)

callfe_on_gam(rl,th^ae,be,nbe,klp,k4)
 
call fe_k_m_mdrices(ae,be,ce,at,nel,kii,mii)
 
callfe_assembly(kii,miUi,nel,ofirset,l%mg)
 
call uncoupled_mdrix_creation(xO,yO,xn,yn,1000,
 
1 nlim,mlim,a,b,nxd,nyd,agrid,bgrid,ki,mi,kiv,kl);
 
cdl coupled_mat__assem^lp,k2,k4,k2p^k3p,k3,kgam,l^amg,
 
1 nbe,nel,nxdiv,ofi^t,ei,nlim,mlim)
 
callassem_uncoupled(ki,mi,klJdv,kgam,kgamg,offset,kg,mg) 
c ',, • ■ ■ 
c Thenexttworoutinesrepresentthependty function method and theGderkin 
method 
c nau is settozero when the leastsquare problem is formulated : , 
c ■ , 
call galerkin(kg,kgamg,dof) 
doMOi=l,dof
 
dollOj=l,dof
 
if(i.gt.j)goto 110
 
k^«j)=Otg(ij)+kg(j.i))
 
mg(ij)-(mg(ij)+mg(j,i))
 
110 continue
 
dollli=l,dof
 
dolllj=l,dof
 
if(i.ge.j)^to 111
 
kg(j,i)=l«(ij)
 
mg(j,i)=mg(y)
 
111 continue
 
c thefind stiffness and massmarticesbelow veformed to take into account
 
c thefactthdthefiniteelementnodeson die bourdary arezero.
 
c ■ 
callmatrices_fmd(kg,mg,nxdiv,nydiv,dof,of^l^,mgf)
 
;c stiffiiess mauix is inverted hereasthefirststep to calculating K inverse
 
c ■■ 
callinverse_matrix2(kgf,coef_inf,S00,nfdof)
 
c
 
c Here,the deflation matrix that is used in findingeigenvalues viathe matrix
 
itoation
 
c method foreitherthe Gderkin or penalty function method,is calculated below,
 
call matrix_mult3(coef_mf,mgf,500,500,500,
 
1 nfdof,nfdof,nfdof,defl)
 
wrheflO,*)nfdoif
 
do92i=l,nfdof
 
write(l0,»)(deflOj)j=l,nfdof)
 
92 coiitinue
 
do97i=l,nfdof
 
write(10,»)(mgf(ij)j=l,nfdof)
 
97 continue
 
c
 
close(10)
 
stop
 
end
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Appendix D3: Penalty Function Method Calling Code
 
program main
 
dimension xfe(800,3),yfe(800,3)
 
dimension at(800),rl(800,3),th^800,3),usol(400)
 
dimension ae(800,3),be(800.3),ce(800,3).cm(20,50),cls(20,50)
 
dimension amv_tes^3,3),amv(3,3),defl_cas^400,400)
 
dimension coef_inf(500,500),defl(500,500),cst(500,400)
 
dimension cst_tr(400,500),c_tem]|^500,400),cf_infl(40D,400)
 
real k2(20,50,3),k2p(20,50,3)Jc3(20,3,50)Jc3p(20,3,50)
 
real klpp,3,3),k4(20,3,3),kc8tr(400,40Q)
 
c dimension xg(20),yg(20)
 
real kK50,50X mi(50,50Xkg(500,500).m^500,500)
 
real kgf(500,500)^gf(500.500),mcstr(400,400)
 
realkiv(50,50),kl(50,50)
 
real kiij, kivij, normaTangle,mu
 
real kii(800,3,3),mii(800,3,3)
 
reallqg^(500,500X kgamg(500,500)
 
integerofrset,p,q,dof,final_^dof,ei(800,3)
 
open(8,file='driver5.dat^
 
open(10,nie='evp.dat')
 
c open(12,file?='static_sol.dat')
 
nlim=5
 
mlim'^nlim
 
cnumberofgrid spacesin theX direction forgaussintegration
 
nxd=2
 
cnumberofgrid spacesin the y direction forgaussintegration
 
nyd=4
 
cwholeregion(square)x limit
 
a=l.
 
c whole region(square)y limit
 
b=l.
 
cnumberofintegration pointsongamma
 
ns=n
 
ccalculate numberofdegreesoffreedom forthe classical solution
 
offset=nlim^mlim
 
c Forfuture referraice weshould let nxdiv lie between0and nbe. The driver
 
should be"nbe"
 
c which would bethe numberofgrid lines on thesquarein each direction,
 
c Then setnydiv-nbe.
 
c
 
nbe= 16
 
nxdiv= 8 .
 
nydiv=nbe
 
c nydiv=2*nxdiv
 
nel=2*nxdiv*nydiv
 
c nbe=nydiv
 
c m=nxdiv+1
 
in=(nbe-nxdiv)+1
 
c grid space limit in x for integrating classical solution viaGauss
 
mbe=nbe
 
rnxdiv=nxdiv
 
agrid=1.- mxdiv/inbe
 
c grid space limit in yforintegrating classical solution via Gauss
 
bgrid=1.0
 
C coordinatesoffirst gammaintegration point
 
xO=agrid
 
y0=0.
 
ccoordinatesoflastg^mainitegration point
 
xn=agrid
 
yn= 1.
 
ctotd numberoffinite elementnodesincludingtheboundary
 
nnodes=(nxdiv+l)*(nydiv+l)
 
c Thedofparameterbelow isthetotal numberofdegreesoffreedom
 
c fortheunconstrmned^st^.
 
dof=offset+nnodes
 
c final numberofdegreesoffreedom forpenalty and Galerkin methods
 
nfdof= offset+nxdiv*(nydiv-l)
 
c final numberof(k>ftforcollocation and leastsquare(constrained)
 
nfdofc=nfdof-(nbe- 1)
 
c ■ . ■ 
c writethethree driving parametersto afile
 
c ,
 
write(8,*)nlim,nbe,nxdiv.
 
close(8)
 
c • .
 
c Begin thegeneralassembly
 
c
 
call el_ind_midpt(d,nydiv,nxdiv)
 
call fe^constan^at,ae,be,ce,xfe,yfe,rl,thet.
 
1 nd,m,nxdiv,nydiv,nbe,a,b)
 
cal1coupled_matrix_cieation(nlim,mlim,nbe,nel,nxdiv,S0,a,b,
 
1 xfe,yfe,thet,ae,be,ce,k2,k2p,k3,k3p)
 
call fe_onjgam(il,thet,ae,be,nbe,klp^4)
 
call fe_k_m_matiices(ae,be,ce,at,nel,kii,mii)
 
callfe_assCTibly(kii,mii,ei,nel,offset,kg,mg)
 
call uncoupled_matrix_creation(xO,yO,xn,yn,1000,
 
1 nlim,mlim,a,b,nxd,nyd,agrid,bgrid,ki,mi,kW,kl)
 
c do27i= 1,4
 
c write(6,*)(kiv(ij)j=l,4)
 
c27 continue
 
callcoupled_mat_assem(klp,k2,k4,k2p,k3p,k3,kgam,kgamg,
 
1 nbe,nel,nxdiv,of{^ei,nlim,mlim)
 
call assem_uncoupledO(:i,mi,kl,kiv,]^amJcgamg,ofirset,l%,mg)
 
c ■ 
c Then«cttworoutines representthe pnaltyfunction method and the Galerkin
 
method
 
c muis settozero when theleastsquare problem isformulated
 
c
 
mu=1000.
 
call mu_method(kgJ^am,mu,dof)
 
c call galerkin(kg,kgamg,dof)
 
dollOi=l,dof
 
dolIOj=l,dof
 
if(i.gt.j)goto 110
 
kg(ij)=(kg(ij)+kg(j,i))
 
mg(ij)=(mg(ij)+rag(j,i))
 
110 continue
 
dollli=l,dof
 
dolllj=l,dof
 
if(i.ge.j)goto 111
 
kg(j,i)=kg(ij)
 
mgO,i)=mg(ij)
 
111 continue
 
c thefinal stiffhessand massmartices below areformed totake into account
 
c thefactthatthefiniteelementnodesontheboundary arezero,
 
c
 
call matrices_final(kg,mg,nxdiv,nydiv,dof,offset,kgf,mgf)
 
. c stiflhess matrix isinv^ed hereasthefirst stepto calculating K inverse
 
c
 
call inverse_matrix2(l^,coef_inf,500,nfdof)
 
c Here,the deflation matrix that isused infindingeigCTvahiesvia tiie matrix
 
iteration
 
c method foreitherthe Galerkin or penalty function method,is calculated below,
 
c '
 
c callmatrix_mult^coef_inf,mgf,500,500,500,defl)
 
call matrix_mult3(coef_inf,mgf,500,500,500,
 
1 nfdof,nfdof,nfdof,defl)
 
write(10,*)nfdof
 
do92i=l,nfdof
 
write(10,*)(deflCij)j=l,nfdof)
 
92 continue
 
do97i=l,nfdof
 
write(10,»)(mgf(ij)j=l,nfdof)
 
97 continue
 
c
 
close(10)
 
stop
 
end
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Appendix D4:Utility Routines
 
function psi(n,ni,x,y,a,b)
 
pi=acos(-l.)
 
aignx=n*pi*x/a
 
argmy=in*pi*y/b
 
psi=sin(argnx)*sin(aigmy)
 
return
 
end
 
function dp»dn(n,m,x,y,a,b,theta)
 
pi=acos(-l.)
 
argnx=n*pi*x/a
 
aigmy=ni*pi*y/b
 
dpsidn=n*pi*cos(aignx)*sin(aigmy)*cos(theta)/a
 
1 + m*pi*sin(argnx)*cos(ai]gniy)*sin(thetayb
 
return
 
end
 
function xpsidn(n^,x,y,a,b,theta)
 
xpsidn=x*dpsidn(n,m^,y,a,b,theta)
 
return
 
end
 
function ypsidn(n,m,x^,a,i>>tbeta)
 
ypsidn=y*dpsidn(n,m^,y,a,b,theta)
 
return
 
end
 
function dpsidx(n,ni^,y,a,b)
 
pi=acos(-l.)
 
pi=3.1415926536
 
aignx=n*pi*x/a
 
aigmy=m*pi*y/b
 
dpsidx=n*pi*cos(argnx)*sin(aigmy)/a
 
return
 
end
 
function dpsidy(n,m,x,y,a,b)
 
pi=acos(-l.)
 
pi=3.1415926536
 
argnx=n*pi*x/a
 
argmy=m*pi*y/b
 
dpsidy= m*pi*sin(argnx)*cos(argmy)/b
 
return
 
end
 
real function kiij(n^,p,q^,y,a,b)
 
integer p,q
 
kiij=dpsidx(n,m,x,y,a,b)*di»idx(p,q,x,y,a,b)
 
1 +dpsidy(n,m^,y,a,b)*dpsidy(p,q,x,y,a,b)
 
return
 
end
 
function xpsi(n,m,x^,a,b)
 
xpsi=x*psi(n,ra,x,y,a,b)
 
return
 
end
 
function ypsi(n,m,x,y,a,b)
 
ypsi=y*psi(n^,x,y,a,b)
 
return
 
end
 
real tiinction kivij(n,m,p,q,x,y,a,b,theta)
 
integer p,q
 
terml=psi(n,m,x,y,a,b)*dpsidn(p,q,x,y,a,b,theta)
 
tenn2=psi^,q,x,y,a,b)*dpsidn(n^,x,y,a,b,theta)
 
kivij=.5*(tenn1+terni2)
 
return
 
end
 
function pipj(n,m,p,q^,y,a,b)
 
integer p,q
 
pipj=psi(n,m,x,y,a,b)*psi(p,q,x,y,a,b)
 
return
 
end
 
subroutine line__int_psi(xO,yO,xn,yn,ns,sum,n,m,a,b)
 
common/params/debc, defy, delgam,theta
 
call seg_par5(x0,y0,xn,yn,ns)
 
sum=0.
 
do20i=0,ns-1
 
xh= xO+debc*(i+.5)
 
yh= yO+dely*^+.5)
 
20 	sum=sum+psi(n,m,xh,yh,a,b)
 
sum=sum*ddgam
 
return
 
end
 
subroutine segjpars(xO,yO,xn,yn,ns)
 
common/params/ddx,dely,ddgam,thetan
 
debc=(xn-xOyns
 
defy=(yn-yOyns
 
gam=sqrt((xn-xO)*(xn-xO)+(yn-yO)*(yn-yO))
 
delgam =gam/ns
 
10 fotmat(lx,fl2.10)
 
thetan=acos(fyn-yOygam)
 
return
 
end
 
subroutineline_int_xp(xO,yO,xn,yn,ns,sum,n,m,a,b)
 
common/params/deh,defy,ddgam,theta
 
call
 
sum=0.
 
do20i=0,ns-1
 
xh= xO+dcbt*(i+.5)
 
yh= yO+defy*(i+.5)
 
20 sum=sum+xpsi(n,m,xh,yh,a,b)
 
sum=sum*delgam
 
return
 
end
 
subroutineIine_int_yp(x0,y0,xn,yn,ns,sum,n,m,a,b)
 
common/params/dd^,defy,delgam,thetan
 
call seg_pars(xO,yO,xn,yn,ns)
 
sum=0.
 
do20i=0,ns-1
 
xh= xO+debc*0+-5)
 
yh= yO+defy*(i+.5)
 
20 sum=sum+ypsi(n,m,xh,yh,a,b)
 
sum=sum*ddgam
 
end
 
subroutineline_int_kiv(xO,yO,xn,yn,ns,sum,n,m,p,q,a,b)
 
common/params/debc,d^,delgam,thetan
 
real kivij
 
integer p,q
 
call seg_pars(xO,yO,xn,yn,ns)
 
sum=0.
 
do20i=0,ns-1
 
xh= xO+debc*(i+.5)
 
yh= yO+defy^0+.5)
 
20 sum=sum+kivij(n,m,p,q,xh,yh,a,b,tiietan)
 
sum=sum*delgam
 
return
 
end
 
subroutine line_int_xpn(xO,yO,xn,yn,ns,sum,n,m,a,b)
 
common params/debc,defy,delgam,thetan
 
call seg_par5(xO,yO,xn,yn,ns)
 
sum=0.
 
do20i=0,ns-1
 
xh= xO+debc*0+-5)
 
yh= yO+defy*0+ 5)
 
20 sum=sum+xpsidn(n,m,xh,yh,a,b,thetan)
 
sum=sum*delgam
 
return
 
end
 
subroutineline__fnt_ypn(xO,yO,xn,yn,ns,sum,n,m,a,b)
 
common params/debK,dely,ddlgam,thetan
 
call seg_pars(xO,yO,xn,yn,ns)
 
sum=0.
 
do20 i=0,ns-1
 
xh= xO+debc^O+.5)
 
yh= yO+defy*Ci+.5)
 
sum=sum+ypsidn(n,m,xh,yh,a,b,thetan)
 
20 continue
 
sum=sum*delgam
 
return
 
subroutinelineJnt_pn(xO,yO,xn,yn,ns,sum,n,m,a,b)
 
common/params/delx,ddy,delgam,thetan
 
call seg_pars(xO,yO,xn,yn,ns)
 
sum=0.
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1 (y(k,2)-y(lc.3)r(y(U)-y(k,3)) 
 
c
 
dxl=(x(k,3)-x(M)yrl(k.l)
 
dyl=(y(k,3)-y(lc.2)yrl(k.l)
 
theta(k,1)=nonna]_ang}e(dxI,dy1)
 
dx2=(x(k,l)-x(k,3)yrl(k,2)
 
dy2-(y(k.l)-y(k.3)yrl(k,2)
 
theta(k,2)=nonnal_angle(dx2,dy2)
 
dx3=(x(M)-x(k,l)yrl(k.3)
 
dy3=(y(M)-y(k.l)yrl(lc.3)
 
theta(k,3)-nonnal_{ui^e(dx3,dy3)
 
10 continue
 
return
 
end
 
subroutinefe_k_m_niatiice^a,b,c,at,nel,kii,mii)
 
dimension a(800,3),b(800,3),c(800,3),at(800)
 
real mii(800,3,3),kii(800,3,3)
 
do 10k= l,nel
 
atd4=at(ky4.
 
atdl2=at(kyi2.
 
do20i=l,3
 
do20j=l,3
 
kii(k,U)=atd4»(a(k.i)*a(kj)+b(k,i)*b(kj))
 
20 mii(k,ij)=atdl2
 
mii(k,l,l)=2*atdl2
 
mii(k^2,2)= mii(k,l,l)
 
10 mii(k,3,3)=mii(k,l,l)
 
return
 
end
 
subroutinefe_assembly(kii^ii,ei,nel,ofrset,l(8»mg)
 
real kg(500,500),mg(500,500),kii(800,3,3)^ii(800,3.3)
 
integer ofirset,ei(800,3)
 
do 10k= 1,nel
 
do20i= 1,3
 
do20j= l,3
 
ip=ei(k,i)+offset
 
jp=ei(kj)+offset
 
kB(ipJp)=kg(>PJp)+
 
nig(ipjp)=mg(ipjp)+mii(k,ij)
 
20 continue
 
10 continue
 
return
 
Old
 
realfunction noTmal_angle(dx,dy)
 
pi=acos(-l.)
 
if(dx.le.O..and.dy.ge.O.)normal_angle=asin(-dx)
 
if(dx.le.O,.and.dy.le.O.)normal_ang}e=pi+asin(dx)
 
if(dx.ge.O..and.dy.le.O.)normal_angle« pi+asin(dx)
 
if|[dx.ge.O. and.dy.ge.O.)normal_angle=2*pi-asihCdx)
 
return
 
end
 
subroutine gauss_fect_mdpt(n,m,p,q,nxdiv,nydiv,agrid,bgrid,
 
1 aa,bb,sk,sm)
 
dimension x^SO),yg(SO)
 
integer p,q
 
do3j= 1,nydiv+1
 
raydiv=nydiv
 
3 yg(j)=(j- l)*bgrid/raydiv
 
do5i= 1,nxdiv+ 1
 
mxdiv=nxdiv
 
5 xg(i)=(i-l)*agrid/mxdiv
 
sk=0.
 
sm=0.
 
do 10iy= 1,nydiv
 
yl=yg(iy)
 
y2=yg(iy+l)
 
do 10ix= 1,nxdiv
 
xl=xg(ix)
 
x2=xg(ix+1)
 
call gauss_rect(n,m,p,q,x1,y1,x2,y2,aa,bb,res5l^ressm)
 
sk==sk+ressk
 
sm=sm+ressm
 
10 continue
 
return
 
end
 
subroutine C(Hipled_mat_assem(klpjc2jc4,k2p,k3pdE3,kgamjcgamg,
 
1 nbe,nd,nxdiv,of^ei,nl,ml)
 
real kgam(500,500),kgamg(500,500)
 
integeret(800,3)
 
real k4(20.3,3),klp(20,3,3),k3(20,3.50)
 
real k2(20,50,3),k2p(20,50,3),k3p(20,3,50)
 
integer offset
 
dolOkn=l,nbe
 
k=(2*nxdiv)*(kn-l)+1
 
do20j=l,3
 
jp=ei(kj)+offset
 
c write(6.*)k,ei(kj)
 
c
 
do40i=l,3
 
ip=ei(k,i)+offset
 
t^amOpjp)== kgam(ipjp)+k4(kn,ij)
 
kgamg(ipjp)=kgamg(ipjp)+klp(kn,ij)
 
40 continue
 
c .
 
c Hiefollowing matrix assembly consists ofthe matricescoupled
 
c between theclassical expansion and thefntie elementexpansion
 
c onthe interface.
 
c„.
 
do3pn= l,nl
 
do30m == 1,ml
 
iii=ml*(n-l)+m
 
kgam(iiijp)=kgam(iiijp)-(k2(kn,iiij))I2.
 
kgamOpjii)=kgarnQpjii)-(k3(knj,iii))/2.
 
kgam^iiijp)=kgamg(iiijp)-k2p(knjiij)
 
kgamgCp,iii)=kgamgOp,iii)-k3p<knj,iii)
 
30 continue
 
20 continue
 
10 continue
 
return
 
end
 
C
 
C
 
subroutineassem_uncoupledOd,mi,kl,kiv,l%am,kgamg,offset,kg,mg)
 
real kg(500.SOO),mg(SOO,SOO)
 
real kgam(SOO,SOO),kgamg(SOO,SOO)
 
Tealki(SO,SO),mi(SO,SO)
 
real kl(50,50),kiv(50,50)
 
integeroffset
 
C
 
do 10i=1,offset
 
do 10j=1,offset
 
kg(ij)=ki(ij)
 
m^ij)=mi(ij)
 
kgam(ij)=kl(ij)
 
c write(6,*)Icgamfij)=',kgam(ij)
 
kgamg(ij)=kiv(ij)
 
10 continue
 
return
 
end
 
subroutine mu_method(l%kgam,mu,dof)
 
real kg(SOO,SOO),kgam(SOO,SOO)
 
integerdof
 
realmu
 
dolOi=l,dof
 
do 10j=I,dof
 
k8(ij)=k^ij)+mu^kg8m(ij)
 
10 continue
 
return
 
end
 
subroutinecoupled_matiix_cieation(nl,ml,nbe,nei,nxdiv,ns,aa,bb,
 
1 X,y,theta,8,b,c,k2,k2p,k3,k3p)
 
real k2(20,56,3),k3(20,3,50)
 
real k2p(20,50.3X k3p(20,3,50)
 
dimension a(800,3),b(800,3),c(800,3),rl(800,3),theta(800,3)
 
dimension x(800,3),y(800,3)
 
Cleartheregisters
 
do41 kn » 1,nbe
 
do31n= 1,nl
 
do31 m= 1,ml
 
j=ml*(n-l)+m
 
do52i= 1,3
 
k2(knj,i)=0.
 
k3(kn,ij)=0.
 
k3p(kn,ij)= 0.
 
k2p(knj,i)=0.
 
52 continue
 
31 continue
 
41
 
do40kn=1,nbe
 
k=(2*nxdiv)*(kn - 1)+ 1
 
do30n= 1,nl
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do30m-1,ml
 
j=ml*(ii-l)+m
 
xd-x(1^3)
 
yO=y(k,3)
 
xn=x(k,2)
 
yn=y(k,2)
 
call line_int_psi(xO,yO,xn,yn,ns,suml,n,m,aa,bb)
 
call Iine_int_xp(x0,y0,xn,yn,ns,sum2,n,m,aa,bb)
 
call line_int_yp(xO,yb,xiL,yn,ns,sum3,n,m,aa,bb)
 
call Iine_int_pn(x0,y0^,yn.ns,sum44i^,aa,bb)
 
call line_int_xpn(xO,yO,xn,yn,iis,sumS,n,m,aa,bb)
 
call line_mt^pn(x0,y0,xn,yn,iis,sum6,n,m,a;^bb)
 
do50i-2,3
 
k2(lcnj.i)=(a(k,i)*sum3+b(k,i)*sum2+c(k,i)*suml)
 
k3(kn,ij>=k2(lmj,i)
 
k3p(lcn,ij)=a^i)*sum6+bOc,i)*sumS+c(k,i)*sum4
 
50 continue
 
do51i=l,3
 
51 k2p(knJ4)=(a(k,i)*'sin(theta(k.l))
 
1 +b(k,i)^cos(theta(k,l)))*sumr
 
30 continue
 
40 continue
 
return
 
end
 
subroutinefe_on.^gam(i1,theta,a,b,nbe,klp,k4)
 
dimension il(800,3),theta(800,3),a(800,3),b(800,3)
 
real klp(20.3,3),k4(20,3,3)
 
c
 
c Clearthe registers
 
0
 
do30 kn >= 1,nbe
 
do25i=l,3
 
do25j=l,3
 
klp(kn,ij)=0.
 
25 k4(kn,ij)=0.
 
30 continue
 
C
 
do40kn=l,nbe
 
k=(2*nxdiv)*(kn -1)+ I
 
k4(kn,2,2)=ri(k,iy3.
 
k4(kn,3,3)=k4(kn^^)
 
k4(kn,2,3)=ri(k,iy6.
 
k4(kn,3,2)=k4(kn,2,3)
 
do35i=2,3
 
do35j=l,3
 
klp(kn,ij)=(rl(k,iy2.)'(a(kjrsin(theta(k,l))
 
1 +b(lg)*cos(theta(k,l)))
 
35 continue
 
40 continue
 
return
 
end
 
subroutine uncoupled_matrix_creation(xO,yO,xn,yn,ns,
 
1 nlim,mlim,aa,bb,nxd,nyd,agridtbgrid,ki,fni,kiv,kl)
 
real ki(50.50),mi(50,50),kiv(50,50).kl(50.50)
 
int^rp,q
 
do 10n= l.nlim
 
do 10m= 1,mlim
 
i=(n-l)*mlim+m
 
dolOp=l,nlim
 
do 10q= 1,mlim
 
j=(p-l)*mlim+q
 
call line_int_ldv(xO,yO,xn,yn,ns,suml,n,m,p,q,aa,bb)
 
callline_intj>ipj(xO,yO,xn,yn,ns,sum2,n,m,p,q,aa,bb)

call gauss_rect_mdp^n,m,p,q,nxd,nyd,agiid,bgrid,
 
1 aa,bb,sk,sm)
 
kivQj)=suml
 
kl(ij)=sum2
 
ki(ij)=sk
 
mi(ij)=sm
 
c
 
10 continue
 
c do22i=l,4
 
c write(6,*)(kiv(ij)j=l,4)
 
c22 continue
 
return
 
end
 
subroutinecol_constr_mat(nlim,mlim,xO,yO,xn,yn,a,b;nbe,cm)

dimension cm(20,50)
 
pi=acos(-l.)
 
c pi =3.1415926536
 
sqg_nos=nbe
 
dx=(xn-xOyseg_nos
 
dy=^n-yOyseg^nos
 
dolOn=l»nlim
 
do 10m=l^lim
 
j=mlim*(n-l)+m
 
do20i=l,nbe-l
 
xi=xO+i*dx
 
yi=yO+i*dy
 
argnx=n*pi*xi/a
 
argmy=m*pi*yi/b
 
20 cm(ij)=sin(argnx)*sin(argmy)
 
10 continue
 
return
 
end
 
subroutine matiices_final(kg,mg,nxdiv,nydiv,dof,offset,kgf,mgf)

real kg(500,5o6),mg(500,500),kgf(500,500)^gf(500,500)
 
dimension node_check(SOO)
 
integerdof,ofi^
 
c nydiv=2''nxdiv
 
nnodes=(nxdiv+l)*(nydiv+l)
 
do5l^l,nnodes
 
5 node_check(k)=0
 
do 10i=l,nxdiv+l
 
node_diecfcCi)=l
 
lc=nydiv*(nxdiv+l>»-i
 
10 node_checkOc)=l
 
do 15i=2*(nxdiv+l),nydiv*(nxdiv+l),(nxdiv+l)
 
15 node_check(i)=l
 
do40i=l,offset
 
do40j=l,offset
 
kgf(ij)=kg(ij)
 
40 mgf(ij)=mg(ij)
 
do41 i=1,offset
 
jo=offset
 
do41j=1,nnodes
 
jched^ode_checkQ)
 
ifQcheck.eq.l)goto41
 
jo=^o+l
 
kg9[iJo)=kg(iJ+off%t)
 
mg^iJo)=mg(iJ+of!^)
 
kgf(jo,i)=kgf^ijo)
 
mg^o,i)=m^ijo)
 
41 continue
 
ii=offset
 
do30i= 1,nnodes
 
icheck=node_dieckCi)
 
if(icheck.eq.l)goto30
 
jj=offeet
 
ii=ii+ 1
 
db31j= 1,nnodes
 
jcheck=n^e_checkb)
 
if1(jcheck.eq.l)goto 31
 
jj +1
 
kgffiijj)=kg(i+offse^+oflfset)
 
mgf(iijj)=mg(t+oflfsetj+oflfset)
 
31 continue
 
30 continue
 
return
 
end
 
subroutine matiix_mult3(a,b,n,m,ir,nl,ml,irl,c)

dimension a(n,m),b(m,ir),c(n,ir)
 
dolOi=l,nl
 
do lOj= l.irl
 
sl=0.
 
do20k= l,ml
 
20 sl=sl+aCi,k)*b(kj)
 
c(ij)=sl
 
10 continue
 
return
 
end
 
subroutineinverse_matrix2(a,ainv,nn,n)
 
dimension a(nn,nn),ainv(nn,nn)
 
dimension u(500,500),d(500,500),b(500,500)
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real1(500,500)
 
c integern
 
c reall(n,n),u(n,n),d(n,n),b(n,n)
 
do 100i=l,n
 
100 l(i.l)=a(i,l)
 
dol01j=2,n
 
101 u(lj)=a(lj)/l(l,l)
 
dol02k=l,n
 
102 u(k,k)=l.
 
do30j=2,n-l
 
jml=j-l
 
do20i=j,n
 
sl=0.
 
dolOk=l,jml
 
10 sl=sl+l(i.k)»u(kj)
 
20 l(ij)=a(y)-sl
 
c do40i=2,n
 
c ipl=i+l
 
c iinl=i-l
 
c
 
c do40jj=ipl,n
 
c s2=0.
 
do61 k«j+l,n
 
s2=0.
 
do60i=l,jnil
 
60 s2=s2+10,i)*u(i,k)
 
61 uO,k)=(a(i.k)-s2)«OJ)
 
30 continue
 
s3=0.
 
do62k=l,n-l
 
62 s3=s3+l(n,k)*u(k,n)
 
I(n,n)=a(n,n)-s3
 
do70i= l,n
 
do70j= l,n
 
70 b(ij)=0.
 
do71i=l,n
 
71 b(M)= 1.
 
do80j= l,n
 
d(lj)=b(ljyi(l,l)
 
do81i=2,n
 
s3=0.
 
do82k=l,i-l
 
82 s3=s3+d(kj)*l(i,k)
 
81 d(ij)=(b(ij).s3)/1(i,i)
 
80 continue
 
do90j= l,n
 
ainv(nj)=d(nj)
 
do91 i=n-l,l,-l
 
s4=0.
 
do92k=i+1,n
 
92 s4=s4+u(i,k)*ainv(kj)
 
91 ainv(iJ)=d(ij)-s4
 
90 continue
 
return
 
end
 
subroutine clsq(k2,k3,k4,nbe,oflfset,cls)

dimension aini^20,20),cls(20,50)
 
real k2(20,50,3),k3(20,3,50Xk4(20,3.3)
 
rMlk2t(20,3,50).k2tpk3(20,50),k4pk4t(20.20)
 
integereb(20,3),offset
 
nboiui=nbe+l
 
c do84k=l,nbe
 
c do84 i=l,ofrset
 
c do841=2,3
 
c84 write(6,*)k2(k,ij),k3(kj,i)
 
do 10k=l,nbe
 
do 10j»l,offset
 
dolOi=2,3
 
10 k2t(k,ij)=k2(kj,i)
 
c
 
do 11 ld}=l,nbe
 
dollj=3,2.-l
 
11 eb(kbj)=kb-j+3
 
c do85 k=l,nbe
 
c do85 i=l,offset
 
c do85j=2,3
 
c85 writ^6,*)k2t(kj,i).k3(kj,i)
 
c do87k=l,nbe
 
c do87j=3,2,-l
 
c write(6,*)eb(kj)
 
c87 continue
 
do22kb=l,nbe
 
do21i=3,2,-l
 
io=d)(ld),i)
 
c write(6,*)'io-,io
 
if(io.eq. 1 .or. io.eq.liboun)goto21
 
ii=io-l
 
c write(6,*)ii
 
do20j=l,of!^
 
c write(6,*)'hereiam'
 
k2tpk3(iij)=k2tpk3(iij)+(k2t(kb,ij)+k3(kb,ij))
 
c write(6,*)k2t(kb,ij),k3(ld),ij)
 
20 continue
 
21 continue
 
22 continue
 
c do42i= l,nb6-l
 
c write(6,»)(k2tpk3(ij)j=I,ofiset)
 
c42 continue
 
do30kb=l,nbe
 
do31i=2,3
 
io==d)(kb,i)
 
if(io.eq, 1 .or. io.eq.(nbe+l»goto31
 
ii=io-l
 
do32j=2,3
 
jo=eb(kbj)
 
if(jo.eq. 1 or.jo.eq.(nbe+1))goto32
 
jj^o-1
 
k4pk4t(iijj)=k4pk4t(iijj)+k4(kb,ij)+k4Ckbj,i)
 
32 continue
 
31 continue
 
30 continue
 
c do40i= l,nbe-l
 
c write(6,^)(k4pk4t(ijXj=l,nbe-l)
 
c40 continue
 
nb=nbe-1
 
call inverse_matrix2(k4pk4t,ainv,20,nb)
 
call matrix_mult2(ainv,k2tpk3,20,20,25,els)
 
c do41 i= l,nbe-l
 
c write(6,^)(ainv(ij)j= ,nbe-l)
 
c41 continue
 
c do43i=l,nbe-l
 
c write(6,»)(cls(ij)j=l,offset)
 
c43 continue
 
return
 
end
 
subroutine adj_constr_mat(c,nxdiv,nydiv,offset,cst,cst_tr)
 
dimension cs^500,400),cst_tr(400,500)
 
dimension c(20,50)
 
integeroffset
 
ndo£lNixdiv*(nydiv-l)
 
do5i=l,offset+ndoff
 
do5j=I,offset+ndoff -(nydiv^l)
 
5 cst(ij)=0
 
do 10i= 1,offset
 
10 cst(i,l)=l.
 
do30i=l,nydiv-1
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kl=(k-l)/(nxdiv-l)
 
i=j+kl+l
 
20 cst(ij)=l.
 
do40i=l,offset+ndofT
 
do40j=l,offset+ndofr-(nydiv-1)
 
40 cst_tr(j,i)=cst(ij)
 
return
 
end
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Appendix D5: Modalprogram
 
program main goto81
 
c implicit double predsion(a-h,o-z) 80 continue
 
dimension Bk(S00,S00),am(500,500),u(S00) write(6,*)'solution achieved in',kount,'iterations'
 
open(14,file='egvsoi.dat') 81 continue
 
open(18,file=*nofmev.dat')
 return
 
ndim=5(X)
 end
 
open(9,fiIe='evp.dat^
 
r^(9,*)lim subroutine egv_hotte]ing(a,am,u,riam,]dim,ndim)
 
do40i=l,lim c implicitdouble precision(a-h,o-z)
 
read(9.*)(ak(ij)j=l,lim) dimension a(ndiin,ndim),am(ndim,ndiiii),u(ndim)
 
40 continue
 dimension utemp(500,500),sl(500)
 
do41 i=l,lim
 
read(9,*)(am(ij)j=l,lim) dolOi=l,ldim
 
41 continue
 sl(i)=0.
 
c do42i=l,lim
 dolOk*l,ldim
 
c write(6,49)(ak(ij)j=l,Km) 10 si(i)=sl(i)+am(i,k)*u(k)
 
c42 continue
 s2=0.
 
c do43i=l,lim
 do 11j=l,ldim
 
c write(6,*)(amOj)j='l,lim)
 11 s2=s2+uO)*sia)
 
c43 continue
 
c49 fomiat(lx,10f8.4)
 umag=sqrt(s2)
 
do20i=l,ldim
 
close(9)
 20 u(i)*u(i)/umag
 
do21i=l,ldim
 
do30it=l.ll
 sl(i)=0.
 
c
 do21k=l,ldim
 
do77i=l,lim 21 sl(i)*sl(i)+u(k)*am(k,i)
 
77 u(i)=l.
 
call egv_iterate(ak,u,rlam,ndim,lim,1.0,.000001)
 do30i=l,ldim
 
do30j=l,ldim
 
c write(14,*)'eigenvalue=',riam
 30 utOTp(ij)=rlam*u(i)*sl(j)
 
write(14,*) rlam
 
do 10i=l,lim
 do40i=l,ldim
 
10 write(14,*)u(i)
 do40j=l,ldim
 
40 a(ij)=a(ij)-utempCij)
 
return
 
call egv_hottding(ak,am,u,flam,lim;SOO)
 end
 
c
 
c Thefollowing eigenvectors are normalized witthe massinatirix
 subroutiiie soitJargest(uJim,ndim,b)
 
c , ; ■ - ■ c implicitdoublepredsion(a-h,o-z)
 
dOlli=l,lim
 dimension u(ndim)
 
11 write(18,*)u{i)
 k=l
 
c \
 do61j=l,lim
 
30 continue
 if(j.eq.lim)goto61
 
c tl=abs(u0+l))

close(14)
 t2=abs(u(k))

close(18)
 if(tl .gt.t2)then
 
stop
 b=tl
 
end
 k^+1
 
else
 
subroutine egv_itmate(a,u,i1am,ndim,ldim,guess,eTT)
 b=t2
 
c implicit double precision(a-h,o-z)
 endif
 
dimmision a(ndim^dim),u(ndiin)
 61 continue
 
dimension utemp(SOO),tem(SOO)
 
return
 
c rlam=l
 end
 
lcount=0
 
c dolOi«l,ldim
 
c 10 u(i)=gue»s
 
20 temp=rlam
 
do40i=l,ldim
 
s=0.
 
doSOk=l,ldim
 
50 s=s+a(i,k)*u(k)
 
40 tem(i)=s
 
do60i=l,ldim
 
60 u(i>=tem(i)
 
call sort_laigest(u,ldim^dim,b)
 
rlam=b
 
c rlam=abs(u(5))
 
do70i=l,ldim
 
70 u(i)=u(i)/rlam
 
kount=kount+ 1
 
if(kount.eq. 1)goto20
 
'if(kount.ge. 1000)goto75
 
c write(6,*)'rlam"rlam,'temp*temp
 
erl*abs(abs(rlam)-abs(temp))
 
tf(erl.gt.err)goto20
 
if(erl .le. err)goto80
 
75 continue
 
write(6,*)'numberofiterations exceeded'
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AppendixD6:Transient Solution Code
 
program main
 
dimension d^val(20),mg_vect(S0O,2O),u(5O0) c71 continue
 
dimension xc(500),yc(500),x(500),y(500),eigvect_nonn(500,20)

dimension sm(S00,20),sm^20,S00),^(20),pf(100,100) c 
c 
Diagnostic Algorithm forFiniteElementDisplacements
 
character*13evp
 c
 
dimension itest(3) c delt=.l
 
int^eroffset c t=0.
 
open(17,fi]e='drivers.dat') c do80i=l,100
 
c t=t+delt
 
read(17,*)nlim,nbe,nxdiv c usol^_sol(nbe,ls,offset,nxdiv,sm,smt,l.,
 
c 1 fiBq,nfdof,ll,106,t)
 
open(lS,file-egvsol.dat') c write(20,*)t
 
open(19,file-n6rmev.dat') c write(20,*)usol
 
open(20,file-trans.dat') c80 continue
 
open(22,file-eps.dat') c do81i=l,1000
 
lim=500
 c t=i*delt
 
write(6,*)nlim,nbe,nxdiv write(20,*)t
c
 
pi=aco^-l.) c81 continue
 
c
 
b=l. c Thestepsbdow gjvea profile for20points
 
mlim=nlim c at a particular instantin time
 
ofF^=nlim*mlim
 
c
 
nydiv=nbe c do82ip=l,20
 
c c usol=w_sol(nbe,ls,offset,nxdiv,sin,smt,l.,
 
c misthe division numberwherethefinite elementgrid begins c 1 fi^ ,nfdof,ll,ip,1.8)
 
c, _ . 	 ■ • c write(6,*)usol
 
m=(nbe-nxdiv)+1 c 82 continue
 
c . ■ ■	 c call transiait_response(nbe,nlim,offset,1,x,y,nfdof, 
c Justbdow isaflag which indicates whether leastsquare/collocation c 1 nxdiv,1000.,fr^,ll,.5,.5,ls,a,b,vxyt,sm,smt,u,1.8)
 
c ormu/RGisgoingtobeused. ls=0indicates mu/RG,and Is= 1
 
c indicates Is/coll is goingtobeused, c write(6,*)V(x,y,t)=',vxyt
 
c	 c write(6,*)'u(91)=',u(116)
 
ls=0 c write(6,*)*atX=',x(l 16),' and aty = •,y(ii6)
 
c fuial numberofdegreesoffieedom forpenalty and Galeikin methods
 
nfdof= offset+nxdiv*(nydiv-l)
 c CalculationsofL2Errorare made here
 
c final numberofdofsforcollocation and leastsquare(constraint)
 c, , ■ 
nfdofc <= nfdof-(nbe-1) dt=.l
 
c amp=1000.
 t=0.
 
c Herewecalculatetheforceload coefficients do91i=l,50
 
callforce_coef(30,3P,a,b,75,.75,1.,pf) t=t+dt
 
c
 call 12_conveigence(nbe,pf,ofi&et,nxdiv,nydiv,l.,nfdof,ll,
 
do30it=I,ll 1 nlim,mlim,ls,a,b,x,y,xc,yc,sm,smt,fireq,eps,t)
 
read(15,*)eig_val(it) c t=t+dt
 
do 10i=l,nfdof-ls*(nbe-l) c write(22,*)'eps=',eps
 
read(lS,*)eig_vect(i,it) write(22,*)eps
 
read(19,*)eigvect_norm^it) 91 continue
 
10 	continue
 c]ose(15)
 
30 continue
 cIose(17) 
c ■ close(19) 
c Calculatethefrequenciesfrom the eigenvalues close(20)
 
c close(22)
 
do31i=l,ll
 stop
 
freq(i)=<1./sqrt(eig_val(i))) end
 
31 continue
 
if(ls.eq.O)then
 subroutinegrid_gen_lscol(offset,nydiv,nxdiv,a,b,xc,yc,x,y)

call grid_gen_igpen(oflfset,nydiv,nxdiy,xc,yc,1.,1.,x,y)
 dimension x(300),y(300),xc(300),yc(300)
 
end if
 
if(ls.eq.l)then
 m=nydiv -nxdiv+ 1
 
call grid_gen_lscol(offset,nydiv,nxdiv,l.,l.,xc,yc,x,y)
 
end if
 mxdiv=nxdiv
 
mydiv=nydiv
 
call nonn_eigval(eigvect_norm,ll,nfdof,sm,smt) delx=a/rnydiv
 
c xm=delx*(m-l)
 
c Diagnostic CodeforClassical Displacement
 dely=b/mydiv
 
c
 
c
 
c delt«.1
 c X&y coordinatesin the in the classical solution region
 
c t=0.
 
c •
 
c do88i=l,100
 do 12j=l,nydiv- 1
 
c t=t+deh
 dol21c=l,m-l
 
c calltiansirat_resp<mse(nbe,nlim,of^l,x,y,nfdof,
 i=(m-l)*0-l)+k
 
c	 1 nxdiv,l.,freq,ll,.25,75,ls,a,b,vxyt,sm,smt,u,t)
 xo(i)= delx*k
 
c	 write(20,*)vxyt
 12 	yc(i)=3*dely
 
c 88 continue
 
c
 
c X&y coordinatesin the in thefmite element region
 
c
 
c	 do70i=l,nfdof
 do 10j=l,nydiv-l
 
c	 write(6,»)(sm(ij)j=l,3)
 do 10lc=l,nxdiv-l
 
c70 continue
 i=(nxdiv-l)*(j-l)+k
 
c do71j=l,nfdof
 iwhich=i+6ffset
 
c write(6,*)(smt(ij),i=l,3)
 
x(iwhich)=xm+delx*(k-l)+delx
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c p(in,n)=(4.*amp/(a*b))*sm(arl*m)*sin(ar2*n)
 
c 10 continue
 
c fxyn=force_dist(l.,l.^_st,y_st,100,100,.75,.75,l,p)
 
do 100 m-l,mslim
 
argjcs=ni•pi*x_st/a
 
argx=m*pi*x/a
 
do 100 n==l,nslim
 
argys=n*pi*y_st/b
 
argy=n*pi*y/b
 
c p(ni,n)=(4.*amp/(a*b))*sin(argxs*m)*sin(argys*n)
 
fireq=pi*sqrt((in/a)*(ni/a)+(n^)♦(n^)) 
c write(6,*) fir^ 
c cc=(2.*amp/sqrt(a*b))*sin(aigxs)*sin(argys) 
c write(6,*)cc 
c 
c Dirac delta impulse force input 
c 
c sum = sum +pf(m,n)*sin(argx)*sin(argy)*sin(freq*'t)/(fieq)
 
c write(6,*) sin(freq*t)
 
c write(6,*) cc*sin(ai:gx)*sin(ai]By)/freq
 
c write(6,*) sum
 
c 
c rectangular step impulse force input 
c 
c sum = sum +pf(m,n)*sin(argx)*sin(argy)* 
c 1 (cos(fieq*t)-«)s(fh^*(t-.01))y(freq**2) 
c 
c exponential force input (TBD) 
sum =sum +pfrm,n)*sm(arax)*sin(argy)* 
1 force_alt2(3.,fieq,t) 
100 continue 
c write(6,*) sin(freq*t) 
v_star = sum 
return 
end 
c 
c exponential force 
c 
function force_alt2(exp_const,fTeq,t)
 
fl=l./(®£p_COTSt**2 + fieq**2)
 
f2=2 ♦exp_const*fl*fl
 
f3=(exp_const**2 - fTeq**2)*fl*fl/fireq
 
ffactl = -t*exp(-exp_const*t)*'fl
 
fract2 = f2*exp(-cxp_const*t)
 
ffect3 = f3*sin(freq*t)

ffact4 = -f2*cos(fT^*t)
force_alt2 = ffact1+ fFact2 + ffact3 + ffact4 
return 
end 
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